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Business Survey Reveals 
Dishonesty at GU 
  

by John Malanga 
HOYA Staff Writer 
  

In a recent survey of Georgetown 
students, three quarters of respondents 

state that they have observed instances 
of academic dishonesty at GU, al- 

though most students feel that aca- 
demic dishonesty is not a problem at 
Georgetown. The survey, undertaken 
by two sections of the Business School's 
Social Responsibilities of Business 
course, indicates, however, that a ma- 
jority of those surveyed feel that aca- 
demic dishonesty is at least sometimes 

justified, which may indicate a rela-’ 
tively high tolerance of academic dis- 

honesty at Georgetown. 
The survey has been conducted over 

the past two months, and comprised 
interviews with nearly 500 members 
of the University community, includ- 
ing undergraduate and graduate stu- 
dents, faculty, associate deans, Uni- 
versity officials, alumni, and library 
personnel. Over 60 students partici- 
pated in the survey, which was super- 
vised by Assistant Professor of Business. 
Peter J. Neary. 

The survey of undergraduates re- 
vealed that 28 percent of the freshman 
class believes that dishonesty is a 
problem at GU compared to 45 percent 
of seniors. The undergraduate school 
with the highest percentage (80 per- 
cent): of respondents who have ob- 
served academic dishonesty either fre- 
quently or occasionally is the School 

- of Business-Adntinistration SBA)» SBA 
is, moreover, the only undergraduate 
school in which a majority of those 
surveyed (51 percent) believe that 
dishonesty is a problem. 

34 faculty members from all five 
schools were interviewed. In general, 
they did not feel that academic dis- 

  

honesty is a major problem, but one 
limited to a minority of students. In - 

the interview process, there was no 
consensus on the definition of aca- 
demic dishonesty, but a widespread 
call for clarification of the published 
definitions. One professor remarked, 
“lacademic dishonesty] is a problem, 

but not an epidemic.” 

The. consensus of Associate Deans 
representing all five undergraduate 
schools is that academic dishonesty is 

not a, problem at GU, but that it is a 

congern. Faculty members agree that 
the dimensions of academic dishonesty 
at Georgetown are no greater than at 
institutions of similar stature. They 

also agree that the pressure to obtain a 

job. or admission to graduate school 

engenders increased competitiveness, 

which may be the cause of dishonesty. 
The University officials interviewed 

agree that academic dishonesty is not 

a significant problem, but that it is an 
area of serious concern. They also 
note that instances of academic dis- 

honesty have always been handled by 
the undergraduate schools on a case- 

by-case basis. 
Library personnel report that busi- 

ness-related materials are stolen most 

frequently from the library, but add 
that this theft is caused largely by 

laziness, and that theft and damage 
are problems common to all university 
libraries. : 

The alumni surveyed generally have 
a strict definition as to what constitutes 
academic dishonesty. For example, 90 

percent of those alumni interviewed 

consider incorporating someone else’s 
work into your own without footnoting 
as being dishonest versus 71 percent 

of the undergraduates surveyed. 

The University community's reaction 
to the study was unexpectedly strong. 
One student said, “Cheating is not a 
problem at Georgetown, it's a way of 
life.” Another felt that cheating is 
“spurred by the 80s emphasis on con- 
servative success and wealth.” How- 

ever, one faculty member believes that 
“blaming the environment at George- 
town (for academic dishonesty) is a 
cop-out.” Another student concluded, 
“Let’s face it, in the long run, no one 
cares what you learned; it’s the grade 
that counts.” 
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SBA Professor Peter J. Neary co- 
ordinated the survey. See related 

  
‘story, page 4. 
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Georgetown President Healy has been vocal in his opposition of the Reagan proposal. 

Reagan Proposal Would Damage GU 
  

Healy Decries Student Aid Cuts 
  

by Mark Landler 
HOY A News Editor 
  

University President Timothy S. Healy, S.J. said Tuesday 
that if the Reagan Administration’s proposed budget cuts 

in federal student aid are approved, ‘private institutions 
will be homogenized.” Healy noted that at Georgetown, 
“there are very rich kids around; there are very poor kids 

aroulid. It would be a greal shame. iff we lo8t that spread.” 
Healy’s remarks came during an interview which focused 

on the proposed $326 million student aid cut and its 

potential impact on Georgetown. The present proposal, 
which has been modified considerably through a com- 
promise with Republican leadership in the Senate, would 
place an $8,000 “cap” on total grants and loans available 
per student and limit those to students with family incomes 
of less than $60,000 per year. 

The original proposal had placed a $4,000 cap on aid per 
student and would have limited aid to students with family 
incomes of less than $30,000 per year. Healy noted that the 
compromise package would inflict aid cuts on 1389 
students, or 55 percent of the students presently receiving 
aid. He stressed that the new package would affect a 
greater percentage of black students than other minorities 
or white students at Georgetown. While 25 percent of 
white students at GU would face aid cuts, 36 percent of 

the 343 undergraduate black students enrolled at GU 
would be affected. 

Healy criticized the budget proposal as being unfair to 
private colleges and universities. The proposal “drives a 

wedge between public and private institutions,” he com- 
mented. The administration, Healy argued, “has made a 
package that’s acceptable to the 60 percent of the 

institutions which are public, and not acceptable to the 40 
percent which are private.” Healy took exception to the 
notion that expensive institutions are “high cost.” “Private 

schools may be high priced, but if you look at [University 
of] Maryland, you'll find that it does not cost them that 
much less in educational fees per student than it costs us.” 

Healy said that if the Reagan proposal were to pass 
Congress, “my hunch...is that we would shift a con- 
siderable percentage of Georgetown’s aid over to loan 
interest payments.” In such a program, students would 

take out loans on the private money market. Georgetown 
wewould payithe interest on student loans until graduation, 

after which the student wold have to repay the principle. A 
few private universities, such as Harvard and Yale, with 

billion dollar endowments, Healy said, “could actually 
fund a loan program.” Georgetown’s $125 million endow- 
ment, however, is inadequate to finance such an alternative 
program. 

Healy explained that the effect of the aid cuts would be to 
force Georgetown to abandon “need blind” admissions 
procedures. “They [the admissions office] will have to 

look at the student and say . . .'we would love to have you 
but we can’t afford you,” he declared. Healy noted that 
the admissions office, “after deciding upon academic 

qualifications, would have to “match up this list with what 

your father does.” “What we would change is what your 
father does,” he commented, “we will have to admit on 
ability to pay.” 

Healy predicted that this would leave Georgetown with 
a largely “upper middle class student body.” “When I was 
in fourth year of high school,” he remarked, “you could get 

into any selective school in the nation if you had the 
money and sometimes you could get in without money if 

you had blood.” During the past 30 years, Healy noted, 
“that’s changed radically.” Today, highly selective schools 
are economically “heterogeneous.” 

“This has been a tremendous change,” Healy remarked, 

“that the elite schools are elite academically, not finan- 
continued on page 4 
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DeGioia 

Selection 
Rumored 

by Mark Landler 
HOY A News Editor 

  

  

A well-placed University official told 
The HOYA Wednesday that former 
Assistant to the President John J. (Jack) 
DeGioia will be appointed Dean of 
Student Affairs, replacing William R. 
Stott, who will resign effective July 1 
to assume the presidency of Ripon 
College. DeGioia, 27, has taken a leave 
of absence from Georgetown to com- 
plete a Ph.D in philosophy, and refused 
to answer ‘any questions garding his 

status. : 
The administration source, who 

asked not to be named, said, “I don’t 
understand this decision. I think the 
decision is stupid.” The official em- 
phasized that “although no official 
announcement has been made,” it is 
clear that DeGioia will become the 
new student affairs dean. 

University Provost J. Donald Freeze, 

S.J., under whose authority the student 

affairs deanship has been placed, 
denied unequivocally that DeGioia had 
been appointed to the job. “I don’t 
even think Jack has filed an applica- 
tion,” Freeze said. Assistant to the 
Vice-President for Academic Affairs 
Marie Helene Gibney affirmed that no 
job application from DeGioia had been 
received. “We have received about 
150 -applicationsy ‘but-Jaek’s is not. Wkknint 
among them,” Gibney said. 

‘Freeze and Gibney noted that if 
DeGioia were to apply for the job, he 
would be a “serious candidate.” Both 
remarked that DeGioia’s experience 
as a Residence Director gave him an 
“exceptional understanding of stu- 
dents.” 

The administration source remarked 
that DeGioia’s young age and his lack 
of managerial experience make him 
“unqualified” for the deanship. “Jack’s 
supervisory experience is nil,” the 
official declared. “His budgetary ex- 
perience is limited to signing invoices 
in the president's office.” The source 
noted that the division of student affairs 
employs well over 100 people and 
operates with a multi-million dollar 
budget. 

University President Timothy S. 
Healy, S.J., denied any knowledge of 
DeGioia’s appointment. Healy re- 
marked that the decision to place the 

student affairs deanship under the 
authority of the Provost was prompted. 

continued on page 3 ; 

  

Student Unrest Shut Down Classes 
  

it took many years to recover,” Walsh remarked. 

The Vietnam Era: Reflections on a Different Georgetown 
HOYA/Voice Schism Typified the Times 
  

sities in the country. 

    
by Laura Goodwin 

HOYA Staff Writer 
  

An organic food co-op in Healy Basement instead of 

Cokes and chips at Vital Vittles. T-shirts and cut-offs 
instead of Guess jeans and Izods. A red fist painted on 
campus buildings instead of the weekend party sched- 

ule hanging from a Copley window. During the Vietnam 

War the Georgetown campus was a different place than 

it is now, caught up in the frenzy of student unrest and 
protests of the late 60s and early 70s. 

“The mood was quite different; students today are 

much more consistently hard-working. The danger is 
that they may seem too accepting. They ask less ques- 
tions about why they're doing what theyre doing,” 
said English Professor Thomas Walsh, who taught at 

‘that time. 
Walsh called the student activism — particularly the 

reaction to the Kent State University killings—a “tem- 
porary radicalization of students.” Although “they were 
‘very interested in justice, they were also interested in 
their own skin.” When the threat of being drafted was 

over, activism died down. Assistant Professor of Theol 

during the 60s, said that the “student body reflected the 
nation. 75 percent of the people were opposed to the 
war. It was a life and death issue.” 

Students at Georgetown were “far more involved 
politically” in the early 70s than now, said a 1974 
graduate of the College. During the Mayday Riots 
following the invasion of Cambodia “people were 
camped out on the baseball fields,” and the “red fist, 
the symbol for student strike, was painted all over 
buildings, all over campus,” she recalled. 

At this time particularly the campus was fraught with 
tension and anger about the morality of the Vietnam 

War. “I've been here for almost 30 years and I don’t 
know of any other period of time in which you had such 

~ openly expressed animosity among the faculty. I think   
ogy Richard McSorley, S.J., active in campus politics’ 

Due to the heated reaction to Kent State, Georgetown 
classes ended early in the spring of 1970. “The students 

had a lot of power,” McSorley said. Students and 
protestors on the canal banks and Potomac Park were 

chased onto the campus by police, he said. “They had 

no right to do that, it was illegal.” 
David Wenc, a 1974 Holy Cross graduate who stayed 

continued on page 5 

by Todd Robinson 
HOYA Editor-in-Chief 
  

The spectre of gloom and the hue and cry of 
anguished Americans were already mounting by 1965, 
and Washington, D.C. was quickly becoming the eye of 

an evil tornado. There could be little doubt that the 
events surrounding the Vietnam war would not affect 
Georgetown University, as they affected most univer- 

  
Posters such as this one covered campus walls during the turbulent Vietnam Era. 
  

In 1965, the leading chronicle of the effects of the 
war on Georgetown was The HOY A. At the time, the 
newspaper was the University’s only undergraduate stu- 

dent newspaper, and as such, had the responsibility to 
document the Southeast Asian conflict in relation to 
Georgetown. 

As a result of campus activities, which were filtered 
through the hyperbolic environment of the conflict, 
there was always a story to cover; there was always 

news. 
Clearly, the editorial tendencies of The HOY A board 

of editors were becoming progressively conservative. 

Editor-in-Chief Ken Atchity led a’ paper which en- 
couraged demonstration against Soviet imperialism both 

on and off campus. Indeed, later in February, 1965, a 
large protest outside the Russian Embassy was given 
front page coverage and supported by an editorial. 
Although, later in the month, the University, including 

The HOY A warmly received NAACP Executive Secre- 
tary Roy Wilkins, campus sentiment was changing and 

the newspaper was in danger of falling behind. 
The 1969-70 academic year would prove a watershed 

in The HOY A's history. Popular opinion was clearly in 

opposition to the U.S. presence in Vietnam, and while 
it made an effort to cover campus opinion on the issue, 
the attempt was undeniably inadequate (their effort 

was evidently lacking to such an extent that the Class 
of *72 burned a pile of HOY As on the quadrangle). 
Amidst the upheaval enveloping the nation and the 

radical changes occurring on campus, the Georgetown 
Voice was born. 

The Voice, believed its editors, was a response to the : 

staid HOY A. Its layouts, photographs, and wide open 

editorial content appeared to be commensurate with 
the tone of the times. Their editorial debut stated 
forthrightly, “We shall not limit our editorial content to 
campus topics...we promise to present and analyze 

continued on page 5  
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Fall Conference Addresses 

Racism, Discrimination at GU 
  

: by Mitchell Wood 
HOYA Staff Writer 
  

| “Two major problems need to be 
addressed immediately by the Univer- 
sity administration, namely the lack of 
black faculty and the general institu- 
tional i ignorance or ‘benign neglect’ of 
black experience in our [GU’s| curric- 

ulum.” This was the conclusion of the 
twenty-five faculty, staff, and adminis- 
trators from the main campus who 
attended a two-day retreat in Faulkner, 
Maryland last fall to address the issues 
of discrimination and racism at George- 
town. ; 
+ Initiated by Anne D. Sullivan, Assis- 
tant Dean, College of Arts and 
Sciences, and Paul F. Cardaci, Aca- 
demic Coordinator, Liberal Studies 
Program for Community Scholars, the 
conference * ‘brought on a real aware- 
ness about the issues,” said R. Carter 
Ward, Director of Housing Services 
and a participant in the workshop. 
i 

Recommendations for immediate 
action were outlined in a recent letter 

from Sullivan and Cardaci to Univer- 
sity Provost Rev. J. Donald Freeze, 
S.J. Freeze, who funded the retreat. 
Freeze was advised that the University 
“set aside funds to be used to hire 
three black faculty . . . that the minority 
experience as well as the issues of rac- 
ism, sexism, and discrimination be 
brought into courses whenever it is 
feasible... and that the Provost ap- 
point an ad hoc committee, chosen 
from among faculty and administrators 
who attended the retreat and others 

who could strongly contribute, to dis- 

cuss the term ‘intercultural’ and to de- 
termine how the issues of social jus- 

tice ...can be incorporated into the 
Liberal Arts Curriculum.” 

Sullivan urged Freeze and other 
University administrators not to “let it 
slide—this issue must be addressed 
constantly... I'd like to see more 
follow-up.” 

  

  |   

| | WHY CORNELL? 
A great location. Study at one of the most 
beautiful vy League campuses and spend the 

summer in the magnificent countryside of the 
Finger Lakes region. Located on forty-mile-long 

Cayuga Lake, Ithaca is a small cosmopolitan city 
with restaurants, nightlife and all the urban 
advantages. 

: camping, soaring, biking, birding, and hiking. A 

: rich and lively schedule of free outdoor con- 

! certs and theater makes Cornell an ideal place 

or write: 
  

  

    

  

    

A great university. Choose from a remarkable 5 
variety of courses and learning opportunities— : 
more than 300 courses taught by distinguished 

Cornell faculty members. The curriculum in- 

cludes computer science, fine arts, pre-law and 
pre-med studies, and languages. Sign up for a 

few weeks or the entire summer. Courses are 
offered in three-, six-, and eight-week sessions. 

A great adventure. Explore beautiful lakes 
and parks, spectacular waterfalls and ravines. 

Enjoy swimming, sailing, tennis, golf, climbing. 

to meet people and make friends. 

Why Cornell? Because’ we love summer as 

much as you do. Make plans now. For a copy of 

the 1985 Summer Session Announcement call 

Cornell University Summer Session 

Box 52, B12 Ives Hall 
Ithaca, New York 14853-3901 

607/256-4987 

      

  

Hoare Named Mellon Fellow 
Roxanne Hoare, a December 1984 graduate of Georgetown’s College of 

Arts and Sciences, has been named a 1985 Mellon Fellow in the Humanities 
by the Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation. She was one of 119 
fellows selected from 1,425 candidates from the United States and Canada. 
This is the second consecutive year that a Georgetown student has been 
named a Mellon Fellow. 

Hoare will attend Johns Hopkins University’s Ph.D program in English. As 
a fellow, she will receive tuition, fees, and an $8,000 stipend. Awards may be 
renewed a second year, and fellows in the position to earn a Ph.D within five 
years'may- qualify for support in the final year. 

While completing her B.A. in English at Georaciows, Hoare was a 
part-time student and a full-time University staff member. She is employed as 
a writer-editor for the International Student Exchange Program, a membership 
organization for universities that operates from Georgetown’s Office of 
International Programs. 

    Photo by Tom Gorman 

The Corp’ s Cone Zone ice cream store is opening above Wisemiller’s. 
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For a free brochure call Toll Free: 

or write: 
The National Center for Educational Testing 
3414 Peachtree Rd. NE Suite 526 
Atlanta, GA 30326 
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For: Washington, DC 
      

A 6/17 EXAM: Classes 
begin 5/21, 6/1 

A 6/15 EXAM: Classes 
begin 5/21, 6/1 

A Classes now forming 

A Classes now forming 

» 6/8 EXAM: Classes 
begin 5/18 
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: Make Our Guest Suites 

Your Suites For 

Graduation 

  

  

      

Coming to G.T.U. for 

Graduation? Use one of our 

four exclusive properties in 

the West End/Foggy Bottom area 

  

| | Riverside The The 
: Towers Intrigue River 

Hotel Hotel Inn 

One 

Washington 

Circle Hotel 
  

  

i per person double occupancy 

3 2201 Virginia Ave., N.W. 

Washington, DC 20037 

800-424-2870 

202-452-4600       
$30. 

per person double occupancy 

824 New Hampshire Ave., N.W. 

Washington, DC 20037 

800-426-4455 

202-337-6620 

800-424-2741 

202-337-7600     
$32.50 

per person double occupancy 

924 25th Street, N.W. 

Washington, DC 20037 

$37 .50 
per person double occupancy 

One Washington Circle, N.W. 

Washington, DC 20037 

800-424-9671 

202-872-1680 

time to apply 

That's it. No strin 
(And even if you ¢ 

now, don't worry. This 
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12 months after you gradu 
American Express m 
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is to accept a $10,000 career-oriented job. 
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Weintal V Hi Announced 
Andrew Weber, Andrew Shoyer, and Ann Fisher are this year’s recipients 

of the three half-tuition grants annually awarded by the Edward Weintal 
Memorial Scholarship Fund to School of Foreign Service (SFS) students for 
academic excellence and special promise as practicioners and writers in: 
world affairs. 

Weber, a former Scarsdale resident, is an SFS candidate for a Master: of 
Science in Foreign Service. Shoyer, a Rydal resident, is a candidate for a‘joint « 

degree, a Master of Science in Foreign Service/J.D. Fisher, an East Brunswick 
resident, is also a joint degree candidate. ! 

Currently a research assistant at Georgetown's Center for Strategic and 
International Studies, Weber graduated from Cornell University in 1982 with 
1 B.A. in American Studies. A case worker for a legal aid clinic in the: 
Distr ict, Shoyer graduated from the University of Pennsylvania in 1981 with a: . 
B.A. in economics. Fisher, a legal intern at the Federal Trade Commission, 
graduated from Barnard College in 1981 with a B.A. in Russian language and 
literature. 

The memorial scholarship is named in honor of Edward Weintal, a former rf 

diplomatic ¢« pondent for Newsweek. 1 

APO Selects Smith 
Mary Smith (NUR '87) has been selected as the recipient of Alpha 

Phi Omega’s $s 1985-86 Fr. Power Memorial Scholarship. “I'm really excited,” 
said Smith. “If it wasn’t for the scholarship, I wouldn’t be able to attend GU 
next semester.” A member of the District ‘Action Project, Smith is’ a’ i: 
volunteer at the Calvary Shelter for Homeless Women. She also has a little 
brother in the For the Love of Children program and volunteers at the 
Georgetowrt University Hospital Emergency Room. : 

The two-year old scholarship, named for the Rev. Daniel E. Power, S. Ju is 
awarded ani nuatly to a student who had demonstrated excellence in character 
and a commitment to community service. Last year’s recipient was Robert 

Zozus (CAS 86). 3 

Georgetown’s Mu Alpha chapter of APO, the national service fraternity, 
has been active on campus since 1956. .“ i 
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Georgetown students poset ori ‘campus for Seventeen magazine's August 1985 back-to-school issue. 

can help in a lot of ways as you graduate. 
The Card can help you be ready for busi- 
ness. It's a must for travel to meetings and 
ntertaining. And to entertain yourself, 
you can use it to buy a new wardrobe for 

rk or a new stereo. 

The Card can also help you establish 
your credit history, which can help in 
your future. 

So call 1-800-528-4800 and ask to have 
a Special Student Application sent 
to you. Or look for one on campus. 
The American Express® Card. 
Don’t leave school without it.s¥ 
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by Anne Valle Schlafly 

“*""""HOYA Contributing Editor 
  

: Faculty salaries will increase 6.5 
percent: next year, slightly less than 
the national average of 6.6 percent, 
but isstill salaries, especially in the 
humanities, are “not much money to 
live on in Washington,” according to 
John Brough, chairman of the Faculty 
Senate and professor of philosophy. 
' Georgetown professorial salaries, 
which vary from department to depart- 
ment; rank favorable in comparison to 
the universities with which George- 
town normally compares itself, accord- 

ing to a recently released report of the 
American Association of University 
Professors. 

{ The average faculty salaries for the 
main campus for 1984-5 are $44,684 
for full professor, $33,087 for asso- 
giate professor, $25,115 for assistant 
professor, and $19,538 for instructor. 
In addition, there are fringe benefits 
varying from $6,084 for instructor to 
$12,177 for a full professor, according 
to Joseph Pettit, vice-president for 
planning. 

! The main campus faculty salaries, 
which exclude the law, medical, and 
dental professors, do not rank so fa- 
yorably. “We may look good on aver- 
age with other schools, but if you look 
beneath the average to the reality, it's 
not so rosy,” Brough said. 
. The purchasing power of professors 
has steadily decreased since 1974, but 

has risen slightly after 1981. Presently, 
main<campus faculty purchasing power 
is 86 to 87 percent in 1984 in compar- 
ison to other universities, according to 
Pettit, 

Salary increases are given on a merit 
basis, so not every professor will get a 

6.5'percent increase next year, a meth- 

  

town Holds National Average 

Faculty Salaries Increase 6.5 Percent 
od that causes some controversy. 
Brough thinks that “the University 
should look at ways of increasing fac- 
ulty salaries beyond the present meth- 

od of merit.” He favors a separate cost 
of living increase for all professors. 

The Faculty Senate voted several 
years ago in favor of the merit system 
and it “has a powerful cumulative 
effect,” Pettit said. The University is 
considering using a merit system for 
salary increases for the Georgetown 

non-faculty staff. 
Each department has its own method 

of merit pay, creating a chaotic and 
time-consuming situation within the 
University, Brough said. “The admin- 
istration should come up with a unified 
system.” 

A point system, rather than percent- 

age, is used in the philosophy depart- 
ment, for example, in order not to 
widen the pay gap. Points are given for 
merit, including rewards for seniority. 
So, a high-salaried professor, with a 
high merit rating, would get a low 
increase. 

Another problem area is in starting 
salaries. A beginning assistant professor 
in the humanities earns $22,000. Al- 
though assistant professorial salaries 
compare favorably with other colleges, 
the cost of living in Washington re- 
quires higher salaries than in college 

towns. 
“If you are offering the job to some- 

one who has a family, it's impossible to 
live here,” Brough said. He told about 
one professor who declined even to be 
considered for a post in the philoso- 
phy department because of the low 
starting salary; someone who was “a 

good candidate that we couldn't look 
at,” according to Brough. 

Pettit does not believe that low 
starting salaries are turning many peo- 

ple away. “The question of salaries is 
not a reason why we were losing facul- 

ty to other institutions in most cases,” 
he said. Other colleges have the same 

same problem, he said. 

Salaries tend to be lower in the 
humanities than in the sciences, law, 
or medicine. Even so, there are enough 

professors. desperate for jobs, but 
“you've got to find ways to raise their 
salaries,” Brough said. 

Low starting salaries “immediately 
creates problems,” he said, which hurts 

the professors already here. In order 
to raise the salaries of the assistant - 

professors, the university is “apt to 
start taking money away from others.” 
Brough recommends that a starting 
salary “something more in the neigh- 
borhood of $25-26,000 would be at- 
tractive.” 

Brough points out that Georgetown 
provides other outlets to supplement a 
salary through summer school and 
grants. The system catches the assistant 
professors who need more money, but 
also need the summer to do research. 

About 30 grants of pure research 
are given each summer. They are two 
months long and pay $3,500, and pro- 
hibit simultaneous teaching in order to 
allow the professors to concentrate on 

research. They are available on all 
academic levels, but Brough thinks 
that it is becoming difficult to get one. 

Professors are given $1,000 salary 
increases at each promotion, but there 
are only four rankings. “No matter 
how good they [the professors] are, 
they’re just not going to do very well,” 
and “6.5 percent increase a year is not 
going to solve that problem,” Brough 
said. 

He notes that retirement is not easy. 
“Most faculty members will have to 
work until they're 70 just to survive.” 

Bond Issue Approved in First Reading 
by Cary Brazeman 

HOY A Assistant News Editor 
  

The District's City Council unani- 
mously approved a bill authorizing 
GU to issue $65 million in tax-exempt 
city revenue bonds at its first reading 
Tuesday night. The bill must be read a 
seconditime and approved again May 
14 before bonds can be sold. 

Funds raised from the sale of the 

bonds would be targeted mainly toward 

completion of new construction proj- 
ects, including O'Gara Hall ($15.5 mil- 
lion) and the Clinical Sciences building 
($16 million) as well as loan payments 

job done. 

  

You're the man in charge. And you 
can handle it. Because the Navy 
has given you the management 
and technical training to get the 

Thirty men report to you. And: 

what you do includes the care 
and responsibility for millions of 

NAVY OFFICERS GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST. 

on completed facilities such as Villages 
A and B. 

The bill approved by the Council 
stipulated, as do all requests of the city 
to issue bonds, that the University sign 
an affidavit agreeing to uphold the 
anti-discrimination provisions of the 
DC Human Rights Act. 

A spokesman in the Mayor's Office 
of Intergovernmental Relations said 
that the University has expressed its 
willingness to sign the certification 
document, only there’s “confusion over 
what it means.” Whether the language 

of the affidavit would require George- 
town to recognize the Gay People of 

equipment. 

responsibility. 

dollars worth of sophisticated 

At age 22 you can be a leader 

in the Navy. With all the decision- 
making authority you need 
to help you match up to your 

The rewards match up, too. 

Georgetown University (GPGU), a gay 
student group, is the major issue under 

discussion. GU Treasurer George 
Houston, reportedly negotiating for 

the University, could not be reached 
for comment on the matter. 

Since last October gay activists have 
urged Washington Mayor Marion 

Barry to deny the $65 million bond 

issue request, arguing that GU violates 

the DC Human Rights Act by refusing 
to recognize gay groups on campus. 
‘The University has maintained that to 

recognize GPGU would constitute an 
endorsement of homosexuality, which 
contradicts Catholic doctrine. 
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‘Habib Stresses Active Policy 
  

by Mary Carroll Johansen 
HOY A Assistant News Editor 
  

“I believe there is no substitute for active diplomacy 

in the search for peace in the Middle East... The 
United States needs to maintain the role of catalyst 
when it takes our push to overcome diplomatic inertia,” 
the Honorable Philip C. Habib, former Under Secretary 
of State for Political Affairs, declared in the Fifth 
Samuel D. Berger Memorial Lecture April 30. 

Habib, whose speech focused on the search for peace 
in the Middle East, stated that “the underlying foundation 
of American foreign policy is the pursuit of a peace... 
which allows for the betterment of human conditions.” 
It is thus necessary for the United States to help “bring 
about a situation under which Israel and her neighbors 
can live together under a mutually satisfying situation.” 

“The United States has historically and traditionally 
played a unique role in the Middle East” due to its 
strong commitment to Israel, Habib continued, and “is 
recognized as the nation with the most influence on 

Israeli views.” 
Middle Eastern peace is important to the world 

because the area serves as a crossroads to the East, 
provides the world with crude oil, and because of “the 
place the region occupies in the global competition 
with the Soviet Union for presence.” 

Many obstacles to peace exist, however, and, Habib 
feels, it is necessary to “bring the parties to the table 

. and let them know the negotiations are open.” Prior to 
this step, though, it is necessary to determine who will 
represent the warring factions at the negotiating table. 

The Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) insists 

that it should be the only representative of Palestine, 
but according to Habib, no Israeli government can sit 
down to negotite with the PLO and remain in office. 
“Not much imagination is needed to find a way around 
both sides” Habib noted; he suggested that Palestinians 
from the West Bank also come to the negotiating table 
to supplement the PLO representatives. 

In addition to this problem of representation is the 
Syrian refusal to negotiate at all at the present time. 
“Despite these important obstacles, there is enough 
chance of success. ..among moderate Arabs and 
Israelis to find a way to negotiate,” Habib concluded. 

The major political problems in the Middle East area 
are, Habib believes, permitting the continuing existence 
of Israel, satisfying the rights of the Palestinians, deciding 
the status of Jerusalem, formulating a transition period 
for the transfer of occupied lands, and deciding the 

question of sovereignty over disputed territories. 
Habib stated that “the Reagan initiatives of 1982 

provide a promising framework” for the discussion of 
these subjects and may help bring about “early negoti-   
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Photo by Christin Driscoll 

Former Ambassador Philip C. Habib. 
  

ations” involving the Israelis, the Palestinians, the 
Jordanians, the Syrians, and the Americans. ; 

The United States, Habib continued, supports full 
autonomy over their own affairs by the Palestinians on 
the West Bank, a peaceful transfer of the West Bank 
and Gaza Strip after five years, an end to Israeli use of 
the land during the transition period, neither the 

formation of a separate state on the West Bank nor 
annexation of the area by Israel, Palestinian government 
of the West Bank and Gaza Strip under Jordanian 
supervision, and an undivided Jerusalem whose status 

would be decided by negotiation. 
Acceptance of all these conditions would be “too 

much to expect to happen,” Habib admitted, but they 
do provide “a valid basis for American efforts to, 

revitalize the prccess.” 
“Those who seek to paint the President’s proposals as 

dead or moribund are either ill-informed or ill-inten- 
tioned,” Habib declared. 

“Progress towards a just and durable peace in the 
Middle East calls for a hands-on approach by the 
United States...No one else can play the role as 
effectively as we can... [It is a role|we might prefer to 

avoid, but we cannot shirk.” !   
  

De Gioia Appointment Rumored 
continued from page | 

by the fact that the dean of student 
affairs is concerned only with the Main 

Campus, while the other vice- 

presidencies have authority over the 
three Georgetown campuses. 

Charlie Brown (CAS 86), who had 
been appointed to the search com- 
mittee to replace Stott, said Wed- 

DRESS FOR SUCCESS. 
A solid starting salary of $17,700, 
and up to as much as $31,000 in 
four years with regular promo- 
tions and increases. 

Responsibility and reward. It’s 
the way you measure success in the 
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nesday, “the search committee has 
never met, or if it had, I certainly 
wasn’t notified.” Brown added that he 
would like to see Stott’s replacement 
come from “outside the university.” 
“I’d like to see some blood and new 
ideas in the post,” Brown remarked, 
“unless there is someone within the 

university, who clearly has the ideas 
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JEWISH CHAPLAINCY 

Friday, May 3 

2 days prior to dinner 

PROTESTANT CHAPLAINCY 

Sunday 

10:30 a.m. 

Sunday, May 5 

Acts 

Dahlgren Chapel 

9:45 a.m.- Rev. D. Bradley 
11:00 a.m. TBA 
12:15 p.m. Rev. J. Hall, S.J. 

Copley Crypt: 

Maza, S.J. 

p.m. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION:   

Ted evil Jail, Mgr. Sod 
7 Dr Pra Wt a ST rps a) 
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Shabbat Dinner 
Service: 6:30 p.m. 
Dinner: 7:30 p.m. 

Contact Campus Ministry Offices, 114 Healy, 625-3022. 

and experience equal to those from 
outside who might apply.” 

The official concluded that the De- 
Gioia appointment “does not bode 
well for the future of student affairs.” 
The source concluded that this feeling 
is, “not selective, but widespread” 
within the administration. The new 

dean takes office August 1. 
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(campus Ministry 

JSA House 

1314 36th St. 

Cost: $5.00 for dinner 
$4.50 with JSA activity card 

Worship 
St. William Chapel 
(1st Fl, Copley Hall) 

“We Are Connected” 
Rev. Dr. Bruce Epperly, preaching 

ROMAN CATHOLIC CHAPLAINCY 

Fifth Sunday of Easter 
9:26-31 

1 John 3:18-24 
John 15:1-8 

Saturday 5:15 p.m. Vigil Rev. J. Redington, S.J. 

: Sunday, May 5 
7:00 p.m. Rev. J. Michini, S.J. 

10:00 p.m. Rev. J. von Arx, S.J. 
11:15 p.m. Rev. E. Campbell, S.1. 

5:30 p.m. Byzantine Catholic Divine Liturgy, Rev. R. Murphy, S.J. 

9:30 a.m. Rev. P. Cioffi, S.J. 

St. Mary: 11:00 p.m. Rev. T. O'Neill, S.J. 

hhh hhh 

ST. WILLIAM CHAPEL: The mass normally celebrated at 10:30 

p.m. has been cancelled for this week. 

ehhh Rh 

MASS IN SPANISH, May 8, 4:00 p.m., in Dahlgren Chapel, Rev. M. 

kk kh hh 

ASCENSION THURSDAY is 16 May. Mass on this Holy Day in 

Dahlgren Chapel will be at 8:00 a.m., 12:10 p.m., 5:00 p.m. and 10:30 
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Healy Interviewed 
; continued from page 11 
cially.” At Georgetown, he noted, there are sons and 

~ daughters of “executives, nonexecutives, New York cops, 
firemen, and workers” enrolled. “You're going to get all 

. kinds of people,” Healy declared, “some of them could 
_.buy and sell your entire family. Others couldn't afford to 
, rent your barn.” The president added, “the intellectual 
elite come from some damn surprising backgrounds.” 

~.» Healy noted that Georgetown, because of its admissions 
selectivity, would not be qualitatively damaged in terms of 
student academic qualifications by the proposal. “We 
wouldn't have to take any dopes,” he commented, “de 

facto, 1 don’t think we would change rank-in-class, high 
‘school grades, or SAT scores very much.” 

. Lobbying against the Reagan proposal has come from 
_.many quarters. Healy said that he is contributing to the 
3 effort by “talking, writing and supporting educational 

; “associations. " “When they ask me to get over to the Hill to 
e testify,” he commented, “I testify.” In the coming weeks, 
Healy plans to write a column for the Washington Post 

"countering recent remarks by Secretary of Education 
William Bennett that students threatened by federal aid 
cuts might consider “stereo divestiture, Florida vacation 

divestiture, and car divestiture.” “Iti ignores the tremendous 
generosity of a hell of a lot of students,” Healy argued. 

“The notion of college youth as a bunch of clowns 
floating around in Mercedes sports cars is a crock,” Healy 

ha 

  

Correction | 

The Spring Fest article which 
appeared in the April 19 issue of | 
The HOYA was inaccurate. The | 
Fashion Show was not sponsored | 

by the Fine Arts department, as | | 
‘| was stated, but by the Georgetown | 

Program Board (GPB). I       

This Is Your Ticket To Lose Weight 
Have you tried unsuccessfully to lose those extra pounds? 

Now there is a great new Natural Nutrition Program that works 

said. “This image of the vacations in Lauderdale and the 
stereos and the sports cars is false, it's phony. It may be 
cute for rhetorical purposes,” he added, “but it's cheap 
rhetoric and I plan to call it for what it is.” 

Healy vociferously denied the notion that Georgetown 
is a “rich school.” “We may have the reputation as being a 
school of rich kids,” he said, “but that’s not the fact.” 

The president advised students to lobby hard against the 
proposal. “I think you need to write editorials,” he said, 
“and I think you need to write Congressmen and point out 
the facts.” Healy stressed, however, “Don’t take on Bennett; 
that’s my job.” 

Healy noted that the Reagan proposal is damaging in 
that it is tantamount to “burning seed corn.” “The 
investment in the nation’s youth that we've had is enor- 
mous,” he said. “It has paid off in more ways than any of us 
could understand.” Healy remembered that when he was a 
child, “the nation had 125 million people and 4 million 
college students. Now we have 11 million college students.” 

He stressed that this trend could be reversed under the 
new proposal. “Black registrants in colleges are already 
going down,” Healy said. The proposal is doubly bad, he 
argued, because it is unfair to private colleges. Healy 
concluded, “Mr. Bennett seems to have decided that 
private institutions are no longer necessary.” The president 
conceded, “education has got to get cut, but it has got to 
get cut sensitively...” 

This Natural Program offers: 
Weight Loss - Nutrition - Inch Loss - Greater Energy - Savings in Food Gost 

ALL Natural Products - 

Lose (10-29 lbs.) a month « Call now: (202) 342-2509 

100% Satisfaction Guaranteed 

Survey Focuses on Cheating 
  

by Mary Carroll Johansen 
HOY A Assistant News Editor 
  

“Cheating is not a problem at 
Georgetown—it's a way of life.” This 
remark was made by a Georgetown 
student recently in response to a survey 
of academic dishonesty conducted by 
Professor Peter J. Neary’s Social Re- 
sponsibilities of Business class. 

Neary remarked that the impetus 
for the study, entitled Academic Hon- 
esty and Study Values: The Quality of 
the Learning Environment at George- 
town, came from two sources: the 
class’ case studies of “integrity in the 
corporate environment” and “an ex- 
perience in another [business school] 

class where there seemed to be cheat- 
ing.” Jay Trunzo (SBA '85), who was 
involved in the project, admitted that 
it “began as a National Enquirer scan- 
dal-sheet type of thing, but when we 
got results back it was much more.” 

The survey found that students are 
more concerned with the level of 
cheating at Georgetown than are pro- 
fessors, but a high percentage of stu- 
dents does not believe that a problem 
with academic dishonesty exists. Scott 
Levin (SBA '85) said that a key result 
is “students don’t know what is dishon- 
est, so defining what is dishonest is 
academically attractive.” The class 
termed the Georgetown University 
Handbook defnition of dishonesty as 
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“unclear.” 
In cases where blatant acts of aca- 

demic dishonesty are discovered, ac- 
cording to Kevin Da Silva (SBA 85), 
there is a problem with faculty mem- 
bers “being reluctant to turn in stu- 

dents.” One professor, for example, 
even carries insurance against possible 
law suits resulting from academic disci- 
pline. Levin added that when students. 
are brought to adjudication, it “almost 
always ends up in plea bargaining... 
Teachers said they had tried it once 
and were disappointed, so now they 
handle it themselves.” 

Neary stated that there is also “a 
range of more subtle issues which 
reflect very serious questions about 
study attitudes,” such as removing 
books from library shelves or reserving 
carrels. Trunzo remarked that “as the 
likelihood of getting caught goes up, 
[an action | becomes more academical- 

ly dishonest in the minds of the stu- 
dents;” therefore,. students are less 
likely to view as dishonest such low-risk 
acts as lying to a professor to gain an 
extension or stealing a book from the 
library. “Competitiveness is definitely 
a problem here,” Trunzo continued. 
In the survey, 17 percent of the re- 
spondents declared that their goal is to 
graduate at the top of the class. This 
excuse is not accepted by the faculty, 
however; a typical faculty reaction 
was “blaming the environment here at 

Georgetown is a copout.” 

One possible solution to academic 
dishonesty which the class is proposing 
is the institution of an honor code at 
Georgetown. After researching honor 
codes at other schools, they have form- 
ulated an honor code for Georgetown 
which they would like to see approved 
by referendum. Trunzo noted that 
“most people think an honor code 
means you can’t cheat—the other side 
of the coin is you have to turn people 
n.” The proposed honor code would = 
not mandate turning in cheaters, which, 
Levin feels, “may just take the punch 
right out of it.” 

The class feels that one of the most 
important taks is to communicate the 
information collected to other people. 
According to Neary, “if there’s a prob- 
lem, just listing what is academically 
dishonest is not going to solve it—it's a 
question of values.” He continued, 
“The results are interesting more than 
surprising . . . We've never had this 
concentrated an effort before; hope- 
fully the attitudes will get across.” 

Trunzo hopes that the student con- 
sciousness raised by this survey will not 
die. “Now that we see there is a prob- 
lem, maybe there should be a more 
comprehensive study,” Trunzo said. 
Neary concluded that the issue will re- 
quire much more study because there 
“really is no clear answer.” 

Academic Dishonesty 
How often have you observed it at GU? 
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Bookstore 
Robbery 

Nets 3 900 
by Jon Cowen 
HOY A, Staff Writer 

  

  

Two unidentified men robbed the 
Georgetown University Bookstore 

Tuesday, April 23. The crime netted 
over $900 and is currently pending 
further investigation by GUPS and the 
Metropolitan Police Department. 

The robbery took place when a 
Bookstore cashier temporarily left her 
post in order to assist a customer. 
Before doing so she turned off her 

electric cash register but neglected to 
remove ‘the key from the register 
drawer’s lock. One of the two robbers 
turned ‘the machine on and, after 
opening the drawer, removed the 
$922.58 which it contained. 

According to Bookstore Manager 
Ursula Osterberg, as many as five 
customers who' were waiting in the 

checkout line at the time of the 3:20 
p.m. incident witnessed some or all of 

the theft. Yet, only one of those 
questioned afterwards by GUPS could 
identity the perpetrators, and two 
others refused to give statements be- 

cause they “didn’t want to get in- 
volved.” 

Four employees, among them Oster- 

    

Thieves removed over $900 from an unattended Bookstore cash register 
April 23. 

berg and another worker who attempt- 
ed to bar the man’s exit, witnessed the 
theft, as well. All were willing to 
cooperate with GUPS, but the evi- 
dence which Protective Services could 
actually obtain was severely limited by 
the fact that no videotape of the crime 
had been recorded by the bookstores 
monitoring system. All transactions at 
the cash register are ordinarily re- 
corded by the system; however, on 
that day the system was inexplicably 
switched off at 10 a.m. 

It remains unclear whether the re- 
corder, which is controlled from Oster- 
berg’s office, had been stopped either 
by one of the robbers or by an em- 
ployee, or whether it had in fact ever 

been turned on at all. Although Oster- 
berg’s office was unlocked on the 
morning of the incident, the bookstore 
manager has since locked the door 
whenever she is not at her desk. 

- Osterberg pointed out, though, that 
no matter how many precautions are 
taken, the bookstore will nonetheless 
remain a prime target for would-be 
thieves. “Basically, as my boss has said 
before, we're in an easy entrance-exit 
area,” she explained. “The traffic out 
on the street is relatively light, and it’s 
fairly easy for someone to get in and 
out of the bookstore quickly.” The 
problem will not likely be lessened, 
she added, until the bookstore transfers 
to its future location. 

Campus Journalism Became a Battlefield 

  

Ouweleen Appoints Corp Board 
  

by Chris DePhillips 
HOYA Staff Writer 
  

In a move considered controversial 
by his critics, GU Student Association 
(GUSA) President Mark Ouweleen 

(CAS 86) this week appointed to the 
Corp Board of Directors two of his 

roommates, Thomas Lee (SAB ‘86) 
and Timothy Shanahan (SBA ‘86). Lee, 
Chairman of the Board, and Shanahan, 
an ex-officio non-voting member, were 
among seven students nominated by 
Ouweleen and unanimously approved 
by the Student Assembly to serve on 
the Corp Board next year. 

At a special Assembly meeting Sun- 
day morning and again at Monday 

night's meeting, Ouweleen sought the 

support of the representatives in order 
to assure the confirmation of his ap- 
pointees, who also included Mary Ann 
Kelly (SES '86) for President of the 

Corp, Patrick Canning (SBA ‘86), as a 
non-voting member, Mike Woodrow 
(SBA ‘86), Drew Emmel (SBA ‘87), as 

an at-large Board member, and John 
Kurkjian (SBA. ‘86), as GUSA repre- 

sentative on the Board. 
At Monday’s meeting, Ouweleen 

explained the reasons behind his ap- 
pointments. Fifteen students applied 
for the Corp Board positions. Some 
were rejected outright because they 
failed to distinguish between the Corp 
Board policy-making function and the 
management's operational responsibil- 
ities. Ouweleen chose Lee as Chairman 
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Photo by Michael Meyer 

GUSA President Mark Ouweleen 
(CAS '86). 
  

of the Board because of his “superb” 
handling of last month’s Final Four 
ticket selection process and to act as a 
“surrogate” representative for Ouwe- 
leen, who took the advice of former 
GUSA President Paul Evert (SFS ‘86) 
and decided not to take the Board 
Chairmanship for himself, as Evert did 
last year. Ouweleen said that he opted 
to appoint Lee and Shanahan and 
accept any possible criticism because 

"they were so “greatly qualified.” 
Several Assemblymen, including 

Lance Keiffer (CAS ‘86), received 

complaints from students after Ouwe- 
leen’s appointments were made public 

The HOYA, Page 5 

two weeks ago. Keiffer said that ‘al- 
though the students with whom he 
spoke support and respect Ouweleen, 
they believe that “favoritism and nepo- 
tism” may be an ongoing image prob- 
lem with GUSA. During the February 

_ Presidential campaign, Ouweleen and 
running-mate Dennis Dee (CAS ‘86) 

pledged to work to change the image 
of GUSA, which had often been criti- 
cized as elitist and clique-oriented. 

In other GUSA news, Food Services 
Committee Chairman Kevin Corcoran 
(SBA ‘87) said that he has not yet been 

able to persuade Marriott to open its 
cafeterias for studying after dinner 
hours during the final examination 
period or for early brunch on Saturday, 
May 11, for the benefit of students 
who have final exams that morning. 

The Assembly, led by Joe LaPlante 
(CAS 87), asked Corcoran for support 
in an effort to get Marriott to play only 
WGTB radio during lunch and dinner 
hours in the cafeterias. Corcoran, who 
fears a “monopoly of WGTB” at Mar- 
riott, said that a survey is needed ‘to 
determine if students support WGTB 
in the first place. Also, Corcoran 
believes that opening up Marriott to 
WGTB will create the “problem” of 
inquiring into whether WGTB should 
be the only station heard in Vital 
Vittles, Saxa Sundries, Healy Basement 
or in other areas where students are 
largely present. LaPlante sees no rea- 
son why WGTB should not receive 
full support on campus. 

Effects of the Waron Georgetown Were Diverse and Profound 
Campus Mood Differed Greatly from Today 

continued from page 1 

naifional and local issues of concern to the students . 
While GU confronted the changes that were occurring 
during the 60s and 70s (the draft, ROTC, civil rights, 
and the liberalization of sexual mores) the new news- 

paper successfully gauged campus attitudes. 

The limitations on the amount of news for the two 

newspapers eventually took its toll. Often, the Voice 
filled in the gaps left by an unresponsive HOYA. The 
majority of the time, however, the two papers fought 
forithe same stories. 

One of the biggest stories to hit the campus was the 

disruption of a speech made by former Mayor of San 
Francisco Joseph Alioto in 1969. The Students for 

Democratic Society (SDS) violently closed down the 
speech which was made possible, in part, through the 
efforts of HOYA Editor-in-Chief Don Casper. Alioto 
wads unpopular as a result of his forceful actions against 

stiident protest at the University of San Francisco. 
Casper expressed his forceful opposition to the dis- 
ruption by a signed editorial. The Voice opposed the 

protest too, but the paper also pointed out that “If the 

+ University administration should decide to stifle. any 

legitimate student dissent [excluding the SDS]—and 

ignore student reform movements—it should expect 
more violence.” 

The fact that the papers were covering similar stories, 
and having financial difficulties were motivating forces 
behind the HOY A’s request for negotiations on a merger 

between the two newspapers. According to the HOY A 
editorial (November 12, 1970), “The editorial policy 
and news scope of the: two newspapers no longer 

express the basic differences that existed at the Voice’s 
inception.” 

The Voice, on the other hand, differed on this issue. 

In their opinion, The HOY A was still the coddled news- 
paper on campus, and a merger would not be in the 
best interests of the students. As a result, they rejected 

the HOY A'’s proposal, and the papers have remained 
separate. ; 

During the Vietnam era, Georgetown University 

found itself in a whirlwind of activity. Despite its 
difficulties, the HOY A was able to survive and continues 
to record campus news. The Voice, born out of war- 

time strife, has struggled recently, but its original 
format remains—a product of the Vietnam conflict. 

continued from page 1 

at Georgetown for the May Day Rally in front of the 
White House, remembered that “the schools were 
pretty much on strike across the nation. I decided to go 

down to Washington and not take my finals!” 
“In one sense it was sort of a carnival atmosphere,” 

said Wenc, who joined the Yippies (Youth International 

  

Instead of going out drinking, one 
“sat around, listened to music, and 
got high...” 

  

Party) in painting their faces and throwing balloons at 
policemen. Wenc remarked that he and others had “fun 

“during the revolution.” 
For students of the Vietnam Era, “fun” had, perhaps, 

a different meaning than it does for college students 
today. Instead of going out drinking,-one “sat around, 

listened to music, and got high,” according to the 1974 
graduate. 

“No one sunbathed on Healy Lawn,” she remembered. 
“People used to sit places, but not sunbathe . . . it was 
viewed as too self-gratifying,” she commented. Students 
“didn’t spend a lot of time on campus, by choice. 
Students today are more into Georgetown— more Hoya- 
conscius—now. Then, the idea was to be negative 
about Georgetown. Being on campus was un-cool.” 

The negative attitude reflected the mood of the 
nation, who every night turned on the news and saw 
Vietnam. “For years we made dinner with the sounds of 
helicopters and gunfire in the background. It was 
depressing,” she said. 

The lack of demonstrations on the Georgetown 
campus itself does not mean that students here were 
more restrained than students at Columbia or Berkeley, 
although “their concern did not express itself in the 
kind of violence that took place elsewhere,” Walsh 
acknowledged. 

“People were politically active,” said the *74 graduate. 
Instead of protesting on campus they went straight to   the government— in downtown Washington, she noted.   

  
  

  
  

HURRY! 
The First Three Cycles Are Already Full. 
For more info call Capt. Taylor — 625-4089 
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WE'LL PAY YOU TO GET INTO 
SHAPE THIS SUMMER. 

   

  

   

      

   

  

   

  

   

  

   

  

   
   

  

   
   

  

   

If you have at least 
two years of college left, 
you can spend six weeks at 
our Army ROTC Basic 
Camp this summer and earn 
Sppresinpely $600. 

And if you qualify, you 
can enter the ROTC 2- 
Year Program this fall and 
receive up to $1,000 a year. 

But the big payoff 
happens on graduation day. 
That's when you receive 
an officer's commission. 

So get your body in 
. shape (not to mention your 
bank account). 

Enroll in Army ROTC. 
For more information, 
contact your Professor of 
Military Science. 

ARMY ROTC. 
 BEALLYOU CAN BE.   
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AN ICE CREAM PARLOR 

OPENING SOON ABOVE WISEMILLERS 
WINNING ENTRY SUBMITTED BY 
STEPHEN BAIRD 

AND DRAWN FROM AMONG THE 
OTHER WINNING ENTRIES | 

THANKS 10 ALL WHO PARTICIPATED.   

the 
ORP| {iN 

ANNOUNCES THE NAME 
OF IT5 NEWEST SERVICE: 
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across the country. 

  
Recently, Georgetown has had many reasons 

for which it could be proud of itself. A most 

visible example, of course, has been the success 

_of the men’s basketball team which has sho- 

wered the University with accolades from 

The University has several non-athletic stu- 

“dents to be proud of as well. In the past few 

weeks, several key organizations have led the 

fight against poverty and disease in this area 
and starvation in Africa. In the process, they 

have manifested the spirit of giving, exempli- 

fied by the University community. 

~ Georgetown’s Mu Alpha chapter of Alpha 

Phi Omega (APO), the national service fra- 

‘ternity, marshalled their efforts for two note- 

‘worthy activities. Their group raised pledges 

of over $1000 during a dance marathon held in 
the Hall of Nations during Springfest Week- 

end. The money will be given to the Multiple 

Sclerosis Foundation to support their efforts 

‘tofind a cure for the disease. In addition, APO 

indirectly helped the Calvary Shelter for 
Homeless Women, For the Love of Children 

Dishonesty Deserves Attention 
Professor Peter J. Neary’s Social Responsi- 

bilities of Business class recently concluded a 
comprehensive study of academic dishonesty 
at Georgetown. According to the survey, teach- 
ers felt that, if there is such a thing as an 
acceptable level of cheating, it exists at George- 
town. Students are not overly concerned with 
the problem of cheating at Georgetown either, 
but a higher percentage of students than faculty 
expressed the feeling that a problem with 

academic dishonesty may exist. 

Since the problem of academic dishonesty 

is being brought into the public forum, now 

would be an ideal time to examine the issue. 
The poll results indicated that students are 
unsure of what actions might be considered 

dishonest. While it was recognized that cheat- 

ing on a test is not permissable, they did not 
feel that less obvious actions such as removing 

| books and articles from the library were aca- 

demically unfair. The Georgetown University 

Students Show They Care 
program, and others by awarding Margaret 
Mary Smith the Fr. Power Memorial Scholar- 

ship. The fraternity’s efforts should be well 

take the cases to 

received. 

district. 

Jamie Fischman 

General Public Is Successtul 
~The Georgetown Program Board (GPB) 

should be commended for the time and work 

they put into the organization of the General 

Public concert, held in McDonough Gymna- 

sium last Sunday. It is refreshing that concerts 

have been revived at Georgetown. 

This concert sets an important precedent. It 

was certainly a step in the right direction to 

book a popular band for the event. The concert 

was successful and was carried off relatively 

smoothly. More important, however, is that it 

has been demonstrated that an undertaking as 

complex as a major concert can be organized 

and executed with great success by GPB, a 
group of stude ts, working with the admini- 

stration. 

learning the ins 

Georgetown. 

Handbook definition of academic dishonesty 
is unclear as well. 

Even when obviously dishonest actions are 
discovered, professors are often reluctant to 

vious disappointing encounters with the pro- 

cess. For this reason, among others, the class 

proposed that Georgetown adopt an honor 

code by referendum. 
After studying the honor codes of numerous 

other colleges, the class formulated an honor 
code which it believes may be feasible for 
Georgetown. While a typical honor code re- 
quires students to promise not to cheat and to 
turn in cheaters whom they may observe, the 

suggested honor code would not mandate that 
students report other cheaters. 

This idea is not the only possible solution. 
However, it does at least provide a framework 
for discussion. The issue of an honor code is 

one which deserves more consideration. 

The other student organization which is 

taking action in regards to community con- 

cerns is the Community Action Coalition. Last 
Saturday, its members raised an estimated $600 

which will be used to fund their various acti- 
vities. These include programs for the elderly, 
refugee assistance, and the homeless in the 

Further, ad hoc initiatives are making im- 

portant strides. Sophomores Paul Caccamo and 

the University community to give so that others 

could live, and the response has been encou- 

raging. They have collected $665 for the Cath- 

olic Relief African Relief Program. 
Each of these efforts, and all other efforts, 

should be applauded. They also continue to 

need your help. We must feel an obligation to 

show that we are willing to do something to 
alleviate the plight of others. 

GPB put a lot of effort into insuring that the 
concert was entertaining for all who attended 
and smooth-running behind the scenes. While 

there were hitches in the production, the over- 

all outcome proved that an undertaking of 
this magnitude can be extremely successful. It 
was a valuable experience for all those involved 
and provided an excellent opportunity for 

Hopefully, the success of the General Public 
concert will demonstrate that events like this 
are indeed realistic, and that concerts will 

become less of a novelty in future years at 

adjudication because of pre- 

N 

and junior Lisa Shaler asked 

and outs of a show like this.     

Things ‘are moving quickly on the 
drinking age front. City Councilman 

John Ray, an opponent of the drinking 
“age hike, apparently wants to bring 
the issue to a vote soon because he 
feels the student and business coali- 

tion is stronger right now than are the 

proponents of the bill. This motion 
puts pressure on student groups to 
actually perform as he expects. A 
recent scientific poll of students by Pro- 
fessor Candice Nelson's Public Opinion 
class, with a margin of error of +-4%, 

showed that 75.5% opposed a hike, 
and that well over half of those felt 
strongly about the issue. Here's how 
all of you can put those feelings into 
action: 

1)Write a letter to one of the fol- 
lowing members of D.C. City Council's 
Committee on consumer and Regula- 

Drink Watch 
tory Affairs: John Wilson, who repre- 
sents the Georgetown area and is the 
sole present sponsor of the bill; Char- 
lene Drew Jarvis, who backed the bill 
last time, but appears to be wavering; 
Frank Smith, Jr.; and Polly Shackleton. 
Also, Councilwoman-at-Large Carol 
Schwarz, a former School Board activ- 
ist, may be receptive to students. Send 
all mail to the following address: 

District Building 
14th and Pennsylvania, N.-W. 

Washington, D.C. 20515 
2)If your have no time to compose a 

letter yourself, drop by the GUSA 
office in Healy basement and sign one 
of their form letters. 

3)All registered D.C. voters should 

leave their names, addresses, and 
phone numbers in the L.A.C. box in 
the GUSA office. 

4)Phone the offices of the council- 
members listed above. Call 724-8000 
(the front desk of the District Building) 

to get the council members’ specific 
office numbers. 

5)Anyone who patronizes “Earl 

Allen’s Women’s Specialty Shop” at 
3109 M St. should know that its owner, 
Earl Meyerson, has been heavily lobby- 
ing council members in favor of the 
hike. He has been saying that only a 
very few greedy bar owners oppose 
the higher age. You may want to drop 
him a note clearly letting him know 

that not only bar owners oppose the 

hike. 
6)For any more information, contact 

Bob Williamson at 944-1604, or Dan 
Horrigan at 944-1631. They are the 
students leading the Legislative Action 
Coalition’s efforts to defeat the bill. 

  

  
The HOYA would like to announce Board 

Elections, Sunday, May 3 at 6:00 p.m. 

  
  

Bithurg. HASNT IT BEEN LONE 

" If you're one of 
| thousands of people 
considering a trip 
to GERMANY this spring, 

consider the opinion 
of someone who's 
traveled extensively. 

| why go to overcrowded 

Holocaust memorials 
and depressing 
concentration camps when, 
for a comparable price, 

| you can join me on 
a nice tour among the 
grave sites of 47 German 
SS officers.” 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
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to Bitburg just once. 
see why nobody ever comes 

at’ all. 

Come celebrate with us. 

H? 

At DEAVER'S, we know 

| 

the kind of paradise 
you're looking for: 

Unspoiled, uncrowded | 
(at least above ground), 

and largely undiscovered. 

Bitburg is a great place 

to relax and recharge. | 
Snooze the day away on 
our fabled green lawns, 
and smile for those ever- | 

popular photo opportunities. 

Come see why nobody comes 

Come 

Springtime in Bitburg. 

{ 

CALL 800-456-1414 

for a free Bitburg brochure. 
Or write: 

DEAVER TOURS 

"Fun times in Bitburg" 

1600 Pennsylvania Ave. 
Washington, D.C. 

Name 

Address ? =} 

Static   

  

In Defense Of Nursing 
  

To the Editor: 
Your article attacking the quality of 

the Nursing School and the correlation 
between this level of quality and ap- 

plications for admission only served to 
reinforce an attitude of ignorance and 
unfairness prevalent among many non- 

nursing students at Georgetown. If 
objective reporting based upon careful 
analysis of the facts is the goal of this 

newspaper, a strong rebuff must be 
made to such a shallow and opinion- 
ated article. 

The School of Nursing was recently 
ranked in the top 10% of the nursing 
schools in the nation (public and pri- 
vate). This, despite the fact that the 

survey weighed heavily the incorpora- 

tion of an accredited graduate pro- 
gram, and Georgetown’s newly estab- 
lished graduate program in nursing 
will not undergo the accreditation 
process until next year. This says mucfi 
for the undergraduate curriculum. 

Secondly, there is a trend of de- 
clining enrollments in nursing pro- 
grams across the country. This presents 

nursing educators with a rather con- 

founding paradox. While the need for 
nurses who possess skilled training in 
an increasingly technically sophisticated 
field continues to increase, the ertroll- 
ment in programs capable of giving 

them such training continues to de- 
crease. Women are now being drawn 
to the great variety of fields newly 

opened to them and this constitutes a 

principal reason for the decline. If an 
attitude is fostered in educational insti- 
tutions among students that nursing is 
somehow a less challenging or inferior 

field, one can only speculate what 
impact this will have should it promote 

a further reduction in the number of 
qualified young people who wish to 
commit themselves to professional 

service in the health care field. De- 
clining interest is not a result of the 
quality of Georgetown’s nursing pro- 
gram, which continues to improve. 
Rather, its source can be found in 
changing attitudes and misperceptions 
about the field itself. 

Thirdly, nursing, more than any oth- 

er undergraduate discipline at George- 
town, is something you have to want 

to pursue—it is not for everyone. When 
you and I are asleep at 7 a.m. many of 
the nursing students are often on their 

way to hospitals to freely serve patients 
in a caring manner which only their 
profession can teach them. I believe 
Georgetown’s School of Nursing teach- 
es them well: over 1/3 of the nursing 
staff at GU Hospital is comprised of 
GUNS graduates. Many others have 
gone on to do graduate work. 

It is comforting for me to know that 
the professionalism which results from 
their integrity and their training in the 
Georgetown University School of Nurs- 
ing far exceeds the level of profes- 
sionalism supposedly exhibited in your 
field in this article. The School of 
Nursing is part of the University sys- 
tem —it; is time that it received some 

"recognition! and “encouragement as 

  

To the Editor: 

I was very surprised to read that the 

Nursing School is a “blemish” on this 
University (“Nursing School Needs 
Help,” 19 April 1985). Obviously there 
are no nursing students on your staff. 
Although the Nursing School received 
only 175 applications for admission last 

year, that figure is in no way indicative 
of a lack of quality or prestige of the 

school. Nursing, as a profession and 

course of study, is becoming less and 

less popular among the young women 
of this nation, many of whom seek 

more glamorous but possibly less re- 
warding careers. 

Nursing students here at Georgetown 
are subject to a very rigorous schedule; 

while my friends and I, in the College 

and the Business School, are able to 
search out the “turks,” nursing students 
have no such venue of escape. Their 
choices of classes and professors are 

few, and many of the professors they 
must take offer similar lectures at the 

Medical School—a scary thought in- 
deed for a Government major. Further- 
more, nursing students, during their 

- clinical and work experiences, have 
the responsibility of caring for patients 
who are suffering from every sort of 
affliction, both physical and psycho- 

such: » 

Daniel A. Idzikowski 
SES '87 

logical. Such responsibility far out- 
weighs that which a bartender or 

Congressional intern is ever faced with. 
If we refer only the cold hard sta- 

tistics, the Nursing School may “pale 
in comparison,” but an eduction, as 
we all know and argue about with our 
parents, is more than mere numbers. 

In terms of their dedication, hard work, 
and knowledge of their field, George- 
town University nursing students mani- 
fest the ideals of this institution in a 

much more apparent way than do 
most students. 

Name Withheld 
Upon Request 

  

Divestiture: A Personal Statement 
  

To the Editor: 
To those students who protest in 

favor of divestment in South Africa: 

take the protest out of the abstract 

realm of multi-national corporations 
and put it more directly upon your- 
selves. That apartheid is inhumane 
and vile is as true as it is now clichéed. 
Yet divestment by U.S. corporations 

incorporating the Sullivan principles 

will not work to end apartheid. The 

leader of Incarta, the largest black 

political organization in the country 

GU Gives 
To the Editor: 

The two weeks preceding August 20 
gave the Georgetown undergraduates 
the opportunity to start giving to over 
thirty-five million starving people in 
Africa. One hundred students sold over 
three thousand raffle tickets to their 
fellow Hoyas in a collective effort to 
show the University’s concern. The 

raffle was one of the most successful 
campus fundraising events that bene- 
fitted a non-university organization. 
One thousand, five hundred and sixty- 
five dollars was collected for the Cath- 
olic Relief African Relief Program. 
The money will be used by mission- 
aries and volunteers to directly feed 
the hungry. The success of the event 
can be accredited to those establish- 
ments which donated prizes and to 
those students who sold tickets. Most 

of all, thanks should be given to all the 
undergraduates who gave to this worth- 
while cause. The money Georgetown 
raised is only a band-aid to a situation 
which still shows no present signs 
of improvement. Yet, together, the 
Hoyas did start to give; a start which, 
through the increased awareness of 
others, can ultimately see an end. 

Paul Caccamo 

SES °87 

  

  

doesn’t think it will, and neither do 

those blacks whose upward social 
mobility depends upon their jobs in 
U.S. corporations such as I.B.M. and 
General Motors. But, if you insist that 
these companies sacrifice through di- 
vestiture, let's see some sacrifice of 
your own. A pointed way to do this 
would be the following: if your parent 
(who is most likely supporting the 
costs of your education) has person- 

al investments in such companies as 

I.LB.M. or General Motors, stop ac- 

cepting their money. If you see it as 

blood money supporting racism, how 
cold you possibly build your education 
upon it? If you are serious about 
divestment, bring it to the personal 

level and be personally accountable. If 
you're not, just keep on talking. It may 

be fashionable, and talk is cheap 
enough. 

Mark Merritt 

CAS 86 
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Viewpoint 

  

Bart Edes 

  

Looking Back Fondly 

At aClasslessYear 
Though by this time last year most 

of those graduating seniors with majors 
-in business-related subjects, nursing, 

or the “pre-med” sciences had a good 
grasp on their fall plans, I was one 

member of the Class of 1984 who 
could not be certain where I'd be at 
summer’s end. 

Being a government major, and 

someone who had taken an active role 
in political issues—on campus and off— 
most acquaintances were startled that, 
no, law school was not on my agenda. 

Not that I hadn’t considered it at one 
point, mind you. 

I still remember a conversation I 
held with CAS Dean Roydon Davis in 
which he opined that too many stu- 
dents with my (or similar) majors 

assumed, if confused, that law school 

was the natural course to follow. Hav- 

ing worked with attorneys at a down- 
town law firm for two years, discussed 
career possibilities with more than one 

lawyer and law student, and evaluated 
trends in the legal profession (the 
market is glutted), I decided that the 
popular course wasn’t the right course 
for yours truly. 

I thus looked at other areas in which 
I had some interest, both in the job 

market and in graduate school. I tested 
the waters with interviews for positions 
ranging from sales to grassroots activ- 
ism. It helped me in my search for a 
postgrad course to try and systemati- 
cally eliminate those opportunities in 
which I was not truly interested. Doing 
this helped to direct me to areas that 
héld potential for me. I had always har- 
boted thoughts of returning to school 
for “further work, but the inevitable 

question that remained was when? 
“To leave the option of fall graduate 

study open, I applied to several pro- 
grams in the field of public policy 
studies, an interdisciplinary field bring- 

ing together elements of economics, 
statistics, and public administration. 
Any thoughts of returning to school 
right after the summer faded, however, 

as a severe case of academic burnout 

took hold by second Somester’s end. 

Bob Williamson 

  

After 17-odd years of school, I knew I 
wasn’t psychologically prepared for 
intense postgrad work so soon. Hence, 
I deferred my key acceptances and 
made a decision I believe I will value 
for years to come: I took the year off. 

I had reached the conclusion, so 
easily overlooked in the senior year 
competition for after-school stability 
and status, that not everyone was 
meant to go right to career-oriented 
work or to graduate school immediate- 

ly out of college. 

Though my year hiatus between aca- 
demic endeavors has not been filled 
with the enchantment or the special 
insight provided by third world social 
service— a fascinating route chosen by 
some fellow '84 grads—1I have, none- 

theless sampled a lifestyle I had yet to 
fully experience while in school for so 
many years. A chance to taste inde- 
pendence in a city so hard to complete- 
ly know as a student has been of tre- 
mendous personal worth. 

To come home from a job I'am not 
committed to for years down the line, 

and to put my feet up without worries 
of my next exam, or a paper due 
tomorrow, has provided great peace 
of mind. In addition, it has enriched 
my life to spend some time in a part 
of Washington other than lily-white 
Georgetown, and to get a feel for the 
“beat” of the capital city. 

I have been, in part, lucky to find 
challenging employment I know will 
aid me in my future pursuits. Getting 

into the positions I have found did not 
come without effort, however. Finding 
work I was interested, in involved a 

little creative thinking, diligence, back- 

ground knowledge applicable to the 
jobs I sought, and an intelligent use of 

resources at hand. When one job in 
the political realm fell apart, due to 
circumstances beyond my control, I 
simply regrouped and “fought” for 
new employment, using the abovemen- 

tioned tools. 
Besides giving me a chance to think 

more about school, without the pres- 
sures and trials of current studies, this 

J. Reser umFNAGEL, 
  

        

Cisse or 11857, summa cum laude 
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year has provided me with other op- 
portunites. Earning money, instead of 

spending it on tuition, has provided 

the means to travel a bit. It has also 
improved a social life once predicated 
on the weekend campus movies and a 
trip to a courtyard beer bash. 

There is something to be said for 
being able to take advantage of the 
expensive Washington entertainment 
scene. This will change, however, when 

I'm back to life as an impoverished 
student, watching where every penny 

goes. 
With some sense of where I plan to 

go in the coming years, it’s been nice" 
to take some time away from a serious 

career pursuit to get to know this fun 
city, current friends, new people, and 
myself a little bit better. 

Bart Edes, a 1984 graduate of the 
College, is a former president of the 

Student Senate. 

Learn a Little, Benefi taLot 
As 1 approach my senior year at 

Georgetown and begin to think about 
what to do after graduation, I've also 
been trying to decide what it is I've 

learned here. To the probable dismay 
of some of my professors, the most 
important understanding I've achieved 
here hasn’t been the dreaded IS-LM 
graph or even the meanings of the 
equal protection clause. 
Both will be important to me in my 

probable career in law and politics, 

but I've learned an even greater lesson 

here— that in the end everything does 
matter, does carry a measure of im- 
portance, and that somehow even that 
in which I hold no interest will someday 

affect me and my way of life. 
Such a realization seems to begin 

near the end of high school, Many of 
the’ courses I took during that senior 
year (what an eternity ago) began to 
address the same issues from differing 

perspectives. No longer was theology 
class the memorization of the seven 
sacraments; it was active debate over 
the morality of nuclear weapons. The 

character studies done in English class 
suddenly helped explain the behavior 

of world leaders studied in history 

classes. 

Over a century ago a president of 
Harvard (his name escapes me) stated 
that the goal of undergraduate edu- 

cation was: “to learn a little bit of 
everything and something well.” While 
this assertion is of course valid, it fails 

to fully explain what it is that college 

tries to do. 

I may study chemistry, theology, 
philosophy, and psychology but I will 
miss the purpose of having studied 
these if I do not work to integrate the 

facts and principles I've learned from 
these into my career and into my 

everyday life. 
Of course, not everyone even choos- 

es to study all of these. In addition, in 
our brief four year careers as under- 
graduates we almost never have the 

time or the patience to study a little of 
each of the many disciplines offered. 
Our task for these fields then becomes 
a different one—to realize that what 
others learn in these areas will affect 
us. 

My sister is a freshman in the Nursing 
School here. I have not studied any- 

thing to do with the nursing profession 
or with health care practice, primarily 
due to lack of interest. Yet I do strive 

to appreciate that what she learns 
about medicine and about how to care 

for the sick can and will someday 
affect the quality of care which I or 
perhaps a friend of mine will receive. 

In the same way I hope that she will 
work to accept that, even though she 
has no interest at all in politics, de- 

cisions in Congress will affect her 
directly, whether it be with the amount 

of financial aid she receives or with 
the age at which she may legally drink 
or with some other entirely different 

issue. 

I think that this realization needs to 
be achieved by all of us. We may not 
‘have. the time, or the interest, or the 

ability to study each and every topic. 

But if we work to appreciate that it 
is all important, we will truly have 

learned one of the great lessons of 

college. 

Bob Williamson is a junior Govern- 
ment major in the College. ' 

  

Quin Hillyer 

Is it true that 

* religious values? 

+ Sound familiar? 

   

i tions reach all the way to Rome. 

     

  

  i town. 

These are the questions posed, quite brilliantly, by 
The Temptation To Do Good, a recent novel by Peter 
F. Drucker about a Catholic university which in 20 

| years has grown from a small men’s college to a 12,000 

. student, co-ed university ranked among the nation’s 

. academic elite. Almost inevitably, the tensions caused 

by that rapid growth erupt into bitter controversy. 

Father Heinz Zimmerman, the univeristy president 

. whose vision spurred the schcol’s unprecedented growth 
i in size and prestige, unleashes a tempest by an impulsive 

© decision to help find a job for an incompetent professor 
" recently denied the equivalent of tenure. 
i Suddenly, faculty complaints about administrative 
! disrespect for their autonomy, the university Jesuits’ 
8 ¢ complaints about the school’s secularization and its ties 

i with industry, and the bishop's fear that the university’s 
+ problems might cause him to lose his chance at an arch- 

© bishopric all merge to cause a scandal whose reverbera- 

i While Drucker’s sympathies lie with the university 
¢ president who is in effect a victim of his own success, all 
i of the author’s characters are such realistic mixtures of 

ofty ideals and petty practice, ambition and sincerity, 

: that their personalities hit home with the force of a | 
4 Marvin Hagler left hook. Except for the fictional school’s 
} location in Northern California, it is in essence George- 

Doing Good Ata Catholic University 
What exactly is the mission of a Catholic university? 

“the more a university succeeds in 
becoming a ‘great university,” the more completely 

secular it must become?” Finally, if a university is to 
be both great and Catholic, how is it to reconcile the 

tensions caused by the clash of secular knowledge with 
gious.” 

others. 

The HOYA. 

Yes, Georgetown is a seething cauldron. A homo- 
sexual group is denied ° 
university is Catholic, yet for purposes of accepting 
federal funding the university is curiously “non-reli-. 

Senior faculty complain that they aren’t con- 
sulted about major changes in graduate programs, and 
administrators point to a strengthening applicant pool 
and greater prestige as if to say “we know best.” 

A popular faculty member is denied tenure; huge 
corporations and banks seem to wield undue influence; 
administrators try to set minimum quotas for Catholic 
enrollment and students react with rage. 

So how does Drucker answer the questions he raises? 
Ambiguously, but honestly. An eventual successor for 
Father Zimmerman, one who is dedicated to both 

Catholicism and, more importantly for the Catholics 
who depend on it, greatness, is nowhere on the horizon. 
A solution is found for the immediate controversy, but 
one which is form more than substance. 

The central issues, though, remain unsolved, leaving 
the very real characters to grapple with them. Values 
stressed by Christianity are important, but where exactly 
do they fit in? Drucker reminds us that education never 
ceases, even for those who make their living educating 

One more factor in the book made an impression— 
one which, because of the book’s realistic connections 
with Georgetown in every other matter, says something 
that should be quite disturbing. During the entire scan- 
dal, the students in the university were no factor at all. 

Quin Hillyer, a junior Government and Theology 
double major in the College, is Viewpoint Editor of 

‘recognition” because the 
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If | Could Do It Over, Would I? 
My senior year in high school ap- 

pears, upon reflection, quite pivotal in 
regard to my post-graduate existence. 

Of course, there were several schools 
of thought on the subject. On the one 
hand, there were the druggies who 
made it quite clear that college was 
not the place to be. One was urged to 

get a job, get some drugs, get a “place 

to crash, get some drugs, and finally, 
get more drugs.” 

Joining the wasted ones, but for 

entirely different reasons, were the 
financially unendowed. They stated, 
in a rather vague manner, that they 
were going to work a few years and 
then head for the Ivy covered walls. It 
would be tough to leave this rather 
independent life, but they insisted that 
they would. Bringing up the rear in 
this school were the ones who simply 

exclaimed “What the heck, I'll join the 
army and then go to school.” I have 
yet to get a report from them. I think 
they got hooked on the food. 

In contrast, there was the other 
school of thought. This school was 

comprised of the academicians, the 

majority of my friends, and my parents. 
Their word was simple and unnervingly 
loud: “GO SOUTH YOUNG MAN, 
AND CRAM!” In short, I was rushed 
along in a scholarly wave of humanity 

to college. Indeed, I was accepted to 

the School of Foreign Service. Like 

many others I think I'm glad that I 
came. : 

Four years in college and at George- 

town ‘ University, specifically, was 

Matthew Porter 

Growing Up 
“What do you want to be when you 

grow up, Billy?” 
I wanna be a cowboy and kill Indians 

who offends the gentle sensibilities of 
white women.” Everyone has career 
goals. Or they should. 
Growing up, I remember how often 

my career goals would change. At 

first, I wanted to be Daniel Boone 

because I watched Fess Parker reruns 
too much. I used my father’s nine iron 

for a Kentucky Long Rifle. My father 
convinced me that being Daniel Boone 
was not such a good idea. I never 
wanted to be a professional golfer 
after our talk either. 

In kindergarten I wanted to drive a 
bus. My busdriver, a fifty year old 
woman who chewed tobacco and spat 
it in a Dixie cup, was my foremost 

hero. I had forgotten Daniel Boone. 
In primary school my father pur- 

chased me a book called The Human 
Body: How and Why. 1 watched 
“Medical Center” and became con- 
vinced I would be a doctor and hand- 
some and popular like Joe Gannon. 
Then my little brother got his finger 
caught in the car door and someone 

told me I had to go to school for 
twenty more years and take science. I 
hated blood then. But I hated science 

and school even more. I never wanted 

  

"to be a doctor again. 
Throughout elementary school and 

‘high school, I was an aspiring actor, 
Daniel Webster, Johnny Carson, Na- 

poleon for a week, a Rock Star and 
various other things. Mostly, though, I 

stopped thinking about life and went 
on living at the weekend football 
games, staying out late and making my 
mother nervous like other directionless 
children. 

Then, around my Senior year in 
high school, I landed the lead in the 

Senior Class play. Someone called me 
a “prima donna.” I thanked them 
kindly until I.looked the word up. 

unique, but it was an experience which, 
1 believe, should have occurred later 

in my life. In looking back, I realize 

that I never really found a niche in this 
type of higher education. I have never 

—even in high school—found myself 
comfortable in a situation where, day 

after day, I am inundated with ideas 
that don’t particularly interest me, and 
thus, I fail to completely grasp. To a 

certain extent, I realized this in my 
latter years of high school, but again, I 
was rushed off by that academic wave, 

and at the time, it was fairly hard to 
resist. 

I fully realize that, every now and 

then, one feels that college is not for 
them, but I am more convinced now, 

than ever that, from strictly an aca- 
7» demic -point:iof -view, I-would have 

enjoyed; much more success if I had 

been a little older and a bit more 
mature. One must bring more to col- 
lege than the good study skills that 
should come with secondary school 

education. To be truthful, I'm not at 
all sure what the extra necessary in- 
gredient(s) are; however, I did not 

receive them in high school, and I did 

not find them at Georgetown. 

So much for that side. Herein lie the 
many reasons why I would never trade 

my experience here for anything else 
offered to me (except, perhaps, a 
condo on the Cote D'Azur). In four 
years at Georgetown, I have been (at 

various times, eh) amazed, intrigued, 

enamored, enraged with and delighted 

by my colleagues. I have delighted in 
the excitement of some of my profes- 
sors, and have been enriched by the 
compassion of my friends. I have 
enjoyed working with The HOYA staff 
and hope that our collective contribu- 
tions to the University will encourage 
the paper’s success. For each of these 
pleasures I remain grateful. They will 

surely brighten my way as I look 
towards life after Georgetown. 

I view this life as a time of excite- 
ment, adventure, and, of course uncer- 
tainty. I have ideas about what I want 
to do, and optimistically await my 
time to pursue these endeavors. The 
job market, while competitive, for a 

college graduate is encouraging, and a 
degree from Georgetown will be an 
effective tool as one prepares to enter 
that market. At Georgetown I have 
gained the confidence to enter the 
professional arena, and for this, as 
well, I express my gratitude. 

Emotionally, I have entered an 
adult phase. Though my experience at 
Georgetown was, personally, ill-timed 
I believe that for most, Georgetown, 

and college in general, is the appro- 
priate path after high school. If you 
fall into this category, I leave you with 
my hope that your future continues on 
the right track and the wish that your 
success and happiness will continue. 

Todd Robinson, a senior in the 
School of Foreign Service, is Editor- 
in-Chief of The HOYA. ; 

10 Become Daniel Boone 
I played the part of Henry Drum- 

mond in “Inherit the Wind,” a play 
about Clarence Darrow and William 
Jennings Bryan's legendary clash over 
Scope’s right to teach evolution in 
public schools. 

I took great pride in wearing the 
white hat. I got all the good lines 

condemning narrow-mindedness and 
championing free expression and 

thought. Darrow was a hero and I was 
Darrow for three glorious nights. 

After the play, I was convinced that 
I had finally found my calling. I wanted 

to be a lawyer who defended “The 
People” against the constant riot of 

ignorance. I was convinced that there 

was still a need for someone like 
Clarence Darrow and since he was 

dead I could take his place. 
Then it was off the college. “What 

would you like to do when you finish 
college, Matt?,” my freshman advisor 
queried. “I want to become a great 
lawyer in the same vein as Clarence 
Darrow and give only of myself and 
ask nothing of others.” “Well now, 
that’s just fine. I like a boy who has 
some idea where he’s heading. Now 
have you been fulfilling your college 

requirements?” I also transferred 
against her advice. 

As my college years slipped by, I 

worked for several law firms and told 
people who asked that I wanted to go 
to law school. I dropped any mention 

of Darrow to avoid any disparagement. 
The closer I came to graduation and 

LSAT deadlines, the more I realized 

that I really did not want to become a 
lawyer. I worked for them. They had 
bags under their eyes and they made 

me want to scratch. Telling someone 

that I wanted to be a lawyer was one 
. thing, it merely kept my mentholated 

aunts at bay during Christmas visits. 
But actually becoming one? 

This is my Senior year of college. 
There has been no year in my life in 

which more prople have come up to 
me and asked the all-important ques- 
tion, “So fella, what are your plans for 
next year? Gotta job yet? Goin’ to 
school?” oS 

And this year I have thought a lot 
about my future. I thought about going 
to law school. I thought about entering 
the interview lotteries and CP&P. I 
thought about lying and telling people 
about my trainee position with the 
Liberal-Democrats for Violent Revo- 
lutions so they would leave me alone. 

But, I came to a resolution as dead- 
line after deadline silently slipped by. 
All those plans that I made when I was 
a child changed as I grew up. They 
changed because I was discovering the 
world through formal education. Cow- 
boy, Busdriver, Doctor, Astronaut. If I 
had made up me mind then, I would 
not have been able to see as much as I 
have already. Growing up means dis 

covering, exploring, dreaming. 
Next year will mark the first year 

that I have not been in school in 
eighteen years—since I was four and 
wanted to be Daniel Boone. Next year 
I am going to experience the world 
without lunchrooms and English theme 
deadlines. I am going to go out into 
the world and explore. I'm going to 
read and meet people and write and 
think and not make “meaningful mid- 
dle management decisions that will 
affect the lives of others.” 

I admire my friends who are going 
off to new jobs and to school next 
year. They are doing what they want 
to do. And so am I. I'm going to go out 
to see the world. I want to be Daniel 
Boone again. I want adventure and 
discovery and exploration. Even my 
father supports my decision—so long 
as I don’t touch his nine iron. 

Matthew Porter is a senior American 

Studies major in the College. 
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Typing... 
Correspondence, term papers, 
legal documents, all prepared 

skillfully. . .. Typing 

or wordprocessing methods. 

RESUMES 

We will prepare your resumé in 

a professional manner 
or critique your present resumé 

RESUME 
   

    

  

and bring it to our high Independent Does it make 
standards. All at very reasonable Staffing Corporation sense to spend 
rates. 522-2932 thousands on 

New Courthouse Metro Station your education 
    and let anyone 

but the best 
develop your 
resume? 

   

    

    
    

    

  

Two Week Course 
FREE Placement Service 

BARTENDING 
Professional Bartending School 

527-3774 

“We Create Action’’ 

Stein & Associates, Inc. 
Resume’ Specialists 

World Building 

8121 Georgia Avenue, Siv Spg 

(301) 495-5900       

  

SALE ON 

SUMMER 

  

Resume Specialists 
Stein & Associates Inc. 

     
MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES 

For Tourist Season 
And Summer Employment 

Entry level opportunities are currently avail- 

able for Managers and Assistants to supervise 

a fast paced food service or retail operation. 

These positions allow you to expand and 

develop your supervisory abilities while 

operating one of our many snack bars or 

souvenir shops situated near major tourist 

attractions. This is an excellent chance to 
earn a good income while working in scenic 

surroundings. Applicants should have pre- 

vious supervisory experience and some ex- 

posure to food service or retail operations. 

Openings available also for cooks, cashiers, 

attendants, crew leaders and ice cream 
vendors. Applicants should be enthusiastic, 

energetic, effective with cash handling and 

enjoy meeting and greeting people. 

Please call or mail resume to: 
GUEST SERVICES 

3055 Prosperity Avenue 
Fairfax, VA 22031 

Attn: Susan Fowle 
(703) 849-9300 

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F         

  

  

CicadOuldoors] 

A Short Story For Summer 
Ours is a novel tale of quality, comfort and great value. Beginning with 

our very own cotton blend, fuller cut Baggy Short with nylon lining, elastic drawstring waist, 
two generous side pockets and back button pocket for keys and money. Topped off with our 

short-sleeved polo knit shirt with banded sleeve in a variety of patterns and colors. You just won't 
find so decently little to wear, for so decent a price, on your way to a happy ending. 

Baggy Short $19.50 Knit Shirt $24.50 

Britches Great Outdoors: 
Georgetown, Connecticut Avenue, Fair Oaks Mall, Montgomery Mall, Springfield Mall, 

Tysons Corner Center, Annapolis and The Mall in Columbia.       

  

Paid Advertisement 

The purpose of this letter is to address certain charges 
made by Mr. John D. Hittler, SLL 85 contained in an 
article published by The Georgetown Voice (April 23, 
1985) and a letter to the editor printed in the same 
newspaper on April 30, 1985. The April 30th issue was the 
last issue of the Voice to be printed this semester. 

An Open Letter to Mr. John D. Hittler: 

Mr. Hittler, you have made certain charges against two employees of the Physical 
Plant Department; charges for which you have provided no supporting evidence. You 
have asked the University and this office to conduct a full investigation of those charges. 
Based on the small amount of information you have provided, even though that 
information was circumstantial in nature, an investigation was conducted with the 
assistance of University counsel. No evidence was found during this investigation and 
you could provide no further evidence to corroborate either your charges or, justify a 
further formal investigation by this office. 

At our last meeting the findings of this investigation were presented to you. As I 
assured you then, as I restated to the Voice reporter in his interview with me, and as I 
restate here, the severest of sanctions will be taken against any employee of this 
department who is found to be committing any criminal act during his employ at 
Georgetown University. In addition to the above statement made at our last meeting, I 
asked you to present further evidence you may have had then, or might come to you in 
the future, so the further action can be taken. You have presented none. 

It is unfortunate that you have chosen to take your allegations to the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation. It is unfortunate because they are mandated by law to investigate all 
allegations no matter how baseless those allegations are. It is also unfortunate because 
your allegations are directed at two long term employees of the Physical Plant who have 
given, together, twenty-eight years of dedicated service to Georgetown University. 

Employees who have spotless records and enjoy the dignity, honor and trust of their 
fellow staff members and of the administration; a dignity that comes only from selfless 
hard work. 

I would suggest that contemplation of the historian’s old adage that “history repeats 
itself” is in order here. The object of that contemplation should be Senator Joseph 
McCarthy. 

Mr. Hittler, I would ask you to present whatever evidence you may have to justify 
your allegations. If you do not have such evidence, I would ask that you refrain from 

further action that would bring disrespect upon these two men and this department. 

Sincerely, 

Charles Meng     
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  The Alumni Association needs students to work at the 1985 
Reunion Weekend, May 31 - June 2. Join the fun while being 

  

| paid $4.25 an hour! Please call Kathleen Gillard at 625-6123 
for more information and an interview. 
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THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
; is pleased to announce the 
1985 Student Activities Awards Winners 

Outstanding Organization Award 
College Bowl | 

Honorable Mention 
Finance Association AIESEC-Georgetown 

Oustanding Student Award 
Patricia Beckman 

Honorable Mention 
Iris Reason Peter Kezirian 

Outstanding Performing Artist 
Anne Roberti 

Honorable Mention 
Louis Higgins   
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Skydiving: Airborne Adventure 
  

by Kevin Doski 
HOY A Staff Writer 
  

What possible reason could there be for a (hopefully) 
sane person to throw himself out of a perfectly good 
airplane? 

That question went through my mind as I hung on the 
wing-strut of a Cessena 182 aircraft at 3,000 feet, a very 

‘rational, if belated, place for such a question to arise. I 
turned to the open door of the small plane to direct the 
question to Cindy, my jumpmastcr, only to see her pointing 
to my dangling legs. Trained to respond, I obligingly 
curled my legs into a wide arch, looked over at her, and 

tried (rather bravely, I thought) to smile. Over the roar of 

the 100 m.p.h. wind, I heard her command as clearly as a 
shout of “Hoya Saxa!” at a basketball game: “GO!” 

I didn’t need to see her thumbs-up sign, I just let go. 
When you release the strut of the airplane in your first 

parachute jump, you're support to snap your arms and legs 
wide out, lift your head, and arch your back, stomach out, 
like a drawn bow. You're also supposed to count “Arch 
thousand! Two thousand! Three thousand! Four thousand! 
Five thousand!” By then, your ‘chute will be open. That’s 
by the book. 

I let go of the strut already in a beautiful arch, said: 

“AAAAA!” and curled up, hugging my reserve ’chute 
against me and shutting my eyes as tight as possible. 

I stayed that way for less than three seconds when I heard 

a wonderful slap, the sound of my main canopy deploying, 
and felt the slight jerk as that marvelous sack of olive-drab 
cloth billowed fully open. 

I knew that it was about 17:15 (that’s jumper-speak for 
5:15), and paused to remember everything that had been 
crammed into my head in the last six-hours of training for 
this, my first jump, 

One might wonder what possessed my friends and I to 
jump out of an airplane. Truth to tell, I could never really 
say. Except that I've always wanted to try parachuting 
since I was a little kid and decided that I was going to 
parachute into Nazi Germany to free it from the yoke of 
Hitler's lackeys. That was a long time ago, but when my 
roommate, Curt Carney, asked me to go sky-diving with 
him, I said, “Sure, why not?” 

Sitting cramped in the front of that little Cessena, 
knowing that you would soon be putting your life on the 
line, gives you a lot of answers to the last question. 

I woke up at 0700, showered and dressed in my lucky 
fatigues. I'm not superstitious generally, but when you're 
about to go skydiving for the first time, you take no 
chances. I popped two Pepto-Bismol tablets for breakfast, 
then set out, with my roommate, to rendezvous with the 

other members of our soon-to-be jump team. 
For the most part, my friends and I were scared witless. 

We weren't even out of Healy Circle yet, and the shakes 
had set in. When the guys in the lead car stopped at 
Wisemiller’s for some coffee, my roommate and I made a 
prudent dash into Trinity Church, blessed ourselves with 
Holy Water, and ran back to the car. 

The drive to the Hartwood Aviation Field in Hartwood, 
Virginia was mainly silent except for peppy music played 
much too loud in an effort to alleviate the sense of 
impending doom. The silence was broken, generally, only 
by remarks such as my roommate’s lively tale of his work 
in a slaughterhouse. Needless to say, we asked him to just 
be quiet. 

Nine of us showed up that morning, in addition to our 

spiritual leader, Mark Keleher, who would be making his 
fifth jump early that morning. 

They took the nine of us and six other first-jumpers into 
a low hanger for our education in the wonderful art of 

   
A parachutist displays 

his sporting attire 

and then sails 

through the sky. 

sport parachuting. Our jumpmaster, Cindy, a certified 
professional jumpmaster by the United States Parachute 
Association (USPA) asked our names and why we were 

there. 
Chris Gosche said that he wasn’t quite sure why he was 

there. I said that I was there because Chris had asked me 
to come. Curt said that he followed Chris and myself. 
Mike Planeta said that he'd lost a bet (which was untrue, 
we all know how lucky Mike is). Pete DiNardo said that he 
was afraid of heights and that jumping sounded like a good 

way to cure himself of that. Clyde (sometimes known as 

Andy Hart) said that he’d woken up in Chris’ Bronco and 
had just come along for the ride. Ned Heiskell said that he 
always wanted to jump out of an airplane, at which point I 
lost all respect for his sanity. Frank Pendegrast, who'd 
never even flown in an airplane before, couldn’t think of 
any reason why he was there. Mike Petschek said that 
jumping was one of the things he'd always wanted to do. 

The other six guys were from somewhere else, and the 

first one in line said of us, by way of introduction: “First of 
all, we're not with them.” 

After the introductions we got down to the dirty work of 

ground training. Cindy familiarized us with all the equip- 

ment we would be using and taught us the proper responses 
to the three in-plane commands. In addition, we were 

taught the proper way to assume the characteristic arch 
that would ensure the proper and speedy deployment of 
our canopies while we were in freefall. 

We were outfitted in jumpsuits, helmets, safety goggles, 
gloves, boots, and of course, main and reserve chutes. 
Then we were taken up, three at a time, in a tiny Cessena 
182 by the name of Mr. Butler. 

Curt was the first from our group to make a jump, then 
came Pete, Ned, Frank, and then         

Floating under canopy must be one of the most amazing 
experiences of a lifetime. There’s absolutely nothing else 
that can compare to it. It’s so unique that it’s almost 

impossible to describe. Here are some general impressions 
we got, however. 

First of all, you don’t really feel as if you're falling at 
all. It’s more like you're simply hanging suspended, and 
everything is drifting up at you. Secondly, you wonder at 
the absolute silence of the experience. After hanging off 
the wind strut of an airplane with one hundred mile an 
hour plus winds howling in your ears, and the engine of 

the plane roaring practically in your ear, the silence of the 

ride down is simply astounding. There is no noise except 
your own breathing, the tiny, almost imperceptible buzz of 
the plane circling around with its next jumper, and, when 
you get closer to the ground, the sounds of birds. singing. 

Of course, the silence doesn’t last forever; sooner or 

later that spotter on the ground gets a general impression 

of where you're headed, and starts giving you directions 
over the walky-talky strapped to your chest. What's that 
like? In the words of Curt Carney: “It’s like the voice of 
God.” 

Landing comes much sooner than you expect, and much 
sooner than most of us would have liked. I don’t think any 
of us were really that eager to get back to the ground after 
the fright of freefall was past. Being under canopy is just 
too much fun for you to want it to end. 

But it does end, and you land, feet and knees tight 

together, the way you're taught. Hit the ground and roll, 

then pop up and start to haul in your chute. 

I made my PLF with a minimum of style and grace, but 
safely, and turned in time to watch Clyde drift softly in for 

a landing, followed not long after by Chris. Mike Petschek 
was our eighth jumper, and Mike Planeta brought up the 
rear, but got to spend a lot of time in conversation with our 
jumpmaster (lucky, lucky Mike). : 

We turned in our equipment, and headed into the 
“debriefing room" with cans of soda in hand, laughing and 
joking loudly with the adrenalin rush. Cindy gave us our 

first jump certificates, our first free issues of 
Parachutist magazine, and our jump evaluations. Chris 
Gosche got the “best jump of the group” award, with very 

good performances coming in from Ned, Pete, and most of 

the others, except myself, of course. ; 
We got a few group photos taken with the setting sun 

and landed aircraft as a backdrop, then we were off on the 
trip back to G.U. But though we were piled into two cars, 
we were all still in the air. Mike Petschek said it best, 1 
think, when he turned to me, smiled, and said one 

word— “Airborne.” There’s nothing else like it. 
  

yearbook, arts/crafts. Also seeking 
“BABY'S GOT BROWN EYES...” 
Te amo, Je t'aime, and every way 
else you can say it. Big Guy 

DESPERATELY SEEKING SEXTOR! 
A Virginia stranger. . . but willing to 

learn the tapedron technique. Meet 
me tonite at the Pub. 

SUMMER SUBLET for 2-7 people. 
June to Mid-August in Eton ‘Condo- 

miniums. Call 944-0829 or 0830. 

A WAY WITH WORDS —your expert 
word processing service specializing ° 

“administrative 

  

covers   

  

297-5982. 

assistant, 
leader, vegetarian cooks, store man- 

ager, nurse, maintenance. SPECIAL 
CREDIT-EARNING PRACTICUM in 
Intercultural Relations for students 

seeking specialized instruction and 

supervised field placement. $525 
nine week's 

(room/board). Exciting community 
of 200+ international youth and staff 
in Southern Virginia. Must be non- 

smoker, hardworking, motivated. 
June 17-August 17. (703) 297-6602/ 

travel CLASS ADS 

PROFESSIONAL TYPING AND 
WORD PROCESSING. GWU 
Campus. From $2.00 per double- 

spaced page. Same day and word 

processing available, at higher rate. 
466-8973. 

WORD PROCESSORS for rent 
(Wang) by the hour. WP your own 
term papers and save. Call: 466-8974. 

expenses 

  

  
  

in reports, dissertations, theses, 

articles. Thorough proofing, format- 

ting. Student discount. Alexandria, 

near Route 1: 768-8448. eyes,” blak. $45 
ps] 

    

“VUARNET” sunglasses for sale. 
Genuine. Straight from France! “Cat's 

per pair. Must sell!ll, 
/ Hasmany pairs: Call John, 686-7287. /¥ clos 

SUMMER SUBLET: 2 bedroom 
townhouse w/ full kitchen, LR/DR, 
full bath, foyer, fireplace and lots of 

space. One blockfrom Wis- 
consin Avenue and O Street. Wash- 

  

Ss 

HARVARD STUDENTS looking’ for 
reasonably price summer sublet for 

4-6 people. Need Metro stop. June- 

August. Call collect late nights (617) 
498-3790. 

CHICAGO LAW STUDENT looking 
  

PROFESSOR (female, non-smoker) 
needs furnished room or studio— 

apartment to share, on or near 

campus. July 15-August 20. Contact: 

Nathalie Bolgert (415) 851-4701 or 

French Department 625-4842. 

er/Dryer facilities. Available 5-20-85. 

$263.00/month plus electricity per 

person. Call Ann or Kim at 337-2633. 

LOSE THE LOTTERIES? Single 
basement apartment one block from 

campus available for sublet for sum- 

  

  

for summer sublet, single room in 
group house. June-August. Call 

David collect (312) 493-8179. 

EXPERT-RUSH WORD PROCESS- 
ING OR TYPING. Done by profes- 

  

265-9236. 

NBI WORD PROCESSING for your 
specific needs. Rates and deadlines 
negotiable. Call Verbamation, Etc. 

mer and next year. Call 342-7196, 
leave message. 

SUMMER SUBLET. Townhouse on 
35th and O St. 4 bedrooms from 

  

  

sionals. 1522 K Street, N.W., D.C. 
Call 24 Hours (202) 842-0869. Tur- 
abian/APA. 

NEED HELP WITH FINAL PAPERS? 
Error-free typing, proofreading and 
rewrites available. Call Jeff 842-1507. 

June 1st. Call 337-3959. 

University Center Office, Healy G-16 
by Wednesday, May 8. See you on 
the big screen!! anytime. 

VOCALIST NEEDED for new wave 
band in Chevy Chase. Call 986-0641, 

there when | worked at the cash 
register Saturday morning. I'd really 

like to have them back. Please call 
    

HE gave Cheryl Hesse a look you 
could have poured on a waffle. 

BLAUPUNKT CR2002 car radio, 
  

TEN MINUTES FROM CAMPUS! 
Next to Chain Bridge, north Arling- 

fon. Sunny, nice room in Gorgeous 
Chateau! Includes: w/w, a/c, w/d, 

Mark 965-5244 or drop them in 

Saxa'’s office. 

SUMMER JOB: Babysitter/House- 
keeper. Two children. May 28-August 

  

  

AM/FM stereo with cassette and 
Dolby. Separate bass and treble. 
$150.00 or best offer. 338-2653. 

ANYONE who bought the book, 
“How to Flirt on Monday?” call HOYA 
at 625-4554. 

SUMMER  SUBLET/HOUSESIT- 
TING WANTED. Georgetown is host- 
ihg a large Institute, June 24-August 

2 Numerous faculty and grad stu- 
dents will be coming from all over. 
Many will want a sublet or housesit- 
ting arrangements. If you have, or 

know of, a house, apt., or room, 
please contact the LSA Institute, tel: 
625-8866. 

NEED A SUMMER SUBLET? House 
on 37th & W. Streets. Call evenings 
337-7237, Jeff. 

  

  

  

  

NEED PLACE TO STAY from June 
18th ‘to August 18th, near school. 

Call Scott collect: 504-861-9193. 
  
ATTENTION SENIORS! Do you want 
to see yourself and your friends in   

  

SUMMER INTERN AND PRACTI- 
CUM PROGRAMS at Legacy Inter- 

national Youth Program. Stipend 
paying internships for individuals with 

teaching experience in leadership 

training, video, journalism, dance, 
drama, adventure, woodworking, 9439. / 

GRADUATE STUDENTS CAN PICK UP 
~ SOME EXTRA CREDIT 

    

    

   
    

    

CAN'T WAIT FOR A 3-DAY turn- 
around for your resumes? Call Office 
Doctor, Inc. for 

processed cover letters, resumes, 
term papers and theses. French lan-. 

guage word processing, too. 223- 

the 1985 Senior Slide Show during 
Senior Week? Break out those old 
snapshots of freshman year, Screw- 

Your-Roommate Dances, sophomore 

year frisbeeing on the lawn, junior 

year Spring Break or Senior year 
partying! Please submit NEGATIVES 
OR PREFERABLY SLIDES to the 

expert word- 

  

  

CELEBRATE THE END OF 
SCHOOL and treat yourselff(and help 
me out)! Buy a petite Gucci purse, 

$150 value for $90. Phone 703- 
494-0582. 
  

TYPING. 16 years experience, very 
reasonable rates. Any kind of proj- 

ect. Call 703-494-0582. 
  

fireplace, private parking, gardens, 

cathedral ceiling! Neat, reliable grad. 

student preferred, to share with in- 

teresting professional female. $325+ 

276-1609. : 

BABYSITTER WANTED: Wheaton, 
MD. Male/Female. Five year-old boy 

visiting ‘aunt. May 6th-July 6th. 

Monday-Friday, 12N-6PM. Salary 

negotiable, including lunch, dinner, 

transportation. Helpful, but not nec- 

essary: car, bike, knowledge/Metro, 
experience. 577-4444 (24-hour an- 
swering service)—leave name, num- 

ber. (Will help place in another job 

after 7/6). 

UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY—Top 
Maine boys camp seeks qualified 

and caring people to instruct base- 
ball/basketball, tennis, swimming 
(WSI), camping skills, arts & crafts, 
photography, or radio, 6/21-8/20. 

Call Phil Lilienthal — office 471-1705, 
home (703) 437-9363. 

THE NATIONAL CONSERVATIVE 
FOUNDATION is hiring recruiters 
for its Campaign Management and 
Campaign Finance Schools. Contact 

Ellen Mosley at 548-0900. 

SATURDAY APRIL 27, Somebody 
took a pair of RAY-Ban Sunglasses 
from Saxa Sundries, thinking they 

might be his. They aren't. | left them 

  

  

  

  

  

NEW YORK. 
It can be difficult to establish credit while you're still in school. But if you're 

graduating or have graduated in the past 18 months and are planning to move to 
New York, you may be eligible for a financial package from Chemical Bank’s Young 
Professionals Program. It includes lines of credit totalling $2,000 from a choice of 
major bank credit cards and overdraft frotsction, plus one year of frée checking. 
All you need to qualify is an MBA, JD D,or MSE degree and proof of employment. 

For an application and more information, fill out the coupon or call us at 
1-800-243-6226 Monday through Friday from 9-5 EST. Or look for applications on 
campus posters. 

ual Opportunity Lender(® Member FDIC 

THE CHEMISTRY’S JUST RIGHT AT CHEMICAL, 

© 1985 Chemical Bank 

ecause Chemical Bank feels you deserve a lot more credit than you're getting. 

  

[ agree. It's time I got some credit. 

Please send me more information and an application. 

  

  

  

  

1 
| 

Name 

Address 

City State 

Zip Code Degree 

Return to: Chemical Bank 

Young Professionals Program 
52 Broadway—11th floor 
New York, NY 10004 GTN4/22A 

1. Live in or out. 966-0812. 

CHEAP FRILLS: Must Sell!! Brown 
rug, 11’ x 11'—3%$40 neg. Apt.-size 

refrigerator— $40 neg. Wooden an- 

tique blue dresser w/3 drawers-$50 

  

_neg. Conran’s white drafting table/ 
desk set w/blue lamp and folding 

chair— $35 neg. Gold sofabed com- 
plete w/mattress— $50. Call Kim or 
Ann at 337-2633. 
  

3 ROUND-TRIP TICKETS Boston in- 
dividually or package, depart 5-10, 

return 5-14, $98 each, call (312) 
689-0802. 

REPUBLICANS WANTED by major 
Republican organization for full or 

part-time fundraising. Flexible hours; 
convenient to metro rail or bus; $4.00 

per hour. Contact Linda Schnell at 
863-8577. 

EARN TOP $$$$—G.U. Alumnus 
needs student sales reps to market 

hot novelty item at shore and resort 

areas this summer and to students 

on campus next fall. Excellent com- 

mission paid!! Item sells itself!! Write 

Tap-A-Hat, Inc., P.O. Box 245, Mend- 
ham, NJ 07945. 

SALES POSITIONS nationwide— 
Need a sales job in your hometown 
this summer? Call JOBS UNLIMIT- 
ED, 871-8843. 

SUMMER JOBS for students and 
teachers. Dynamic Temporaries is 

a temporary personnel service in 

Downtown D.C. We can offer you 
professional and rewarding summer 

employment in D.C., Maryland and 

Virginia's most prestigious offices. 

Jobs include: administrative assis- 

tants, receptionists, clerks, clerk- 

tyists, secretaries, word processing, 

research, etc.... No fee! Call 223- 

8496 for immediate interview. Dy- 

namic Temporaries, 1725 K Street, 

N.W., Suite 510, Washington, D.C, 

near Farragut Square METRO (Red 

& Blue Lines). 

BICYCLE MECHANIC/SERVICE Ma- 
nager—Big Wheel Bikes. Good pay, 
good action. Call Willa at 835-0650 

between 9-11 a.m. M-F. 

COUNTRYSIDE. Enjoy Bed and 
Breakfast in charming village near 

Harpers Ferry, West Virginia 304/ 

725-2614. 

GOOD LOOKING GWU man wants 
to meet GU man, prep or jock, to 

date. Call Frank at 887-5232. 

4 HARVARD STUDENTS looking for 

on or off-campus housing for June- 

August. Call Kathy collect (617) 498- 
3244. 

LIFEGUARDS/POOL OPERATORS 

needed for summer jobs in N.W. and 

N.E. areas. Most jobs require Pool 

Operators permits. Call Vicki for more 

information 654-4365. 

PROFESSOR, wife, five yr. old son 

need furnished, equipped summer 

sublet. References. Contact Dr. John 

Green, Box 5523, Mayaguez, Puerto. 

Rico (809) 832-8622. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

DRIVERS earn high commissions 
driving your own vehicles making 

small package deliveries in greater 

Metro Area. Full-time & Part-time 

positions available. Frank at 347- 

7150. 
  

BIKERS earn greater of $4.75/hr or 
commissions riding your bike in 

Downtown D.C. Full-time & Part-time 

positions available. Frank at 347- 
7150. 
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by Tarek Khlat 

HOY A Advertisinz Manager 

Café Med 
3065 M St. NW 

338-0471 
Under the new management of 

Sahir Erozan, a Turkish businessman, 
Café Med (short for Mediterranean) 

| has undergone serious refurbishing in 
the last year, and as a result has be- 
come a very popular nightclub. It is 
located in the heart of Georgetown, 
and caters more to the European cli- 

  

Foreign Flair at Cafe Med 

     

  

"Photo by Mahin Kooros 

entele, or ‘Eurofags,” as labeled by 
many bland Americans. 

The new decor is, to say the least, 
unusual. Roman pillars and pseudo- 
Roman nude statues are found 
throughout the Café, as well as huge 

tropical plants which clutter the in- 
* terior. The patio, which is to be found 

at the rear of the club, is very pleas- 
ant, especially on a mild spring night 
or after a few dances. It has recently 
been covered, so it can be used year 
round. 

These recent renovations were 

- made possible by the introduction of 
a membership system. To date, there 
are 120 members. For the cost of $150, 
a member is entitled to walk in free 
with a guest (saving $10), not stand in 

line, and attend a ‘members only” 

party on the first Monday of every 
month. For a regular, this seems like 
a profitable investment. 

The Café consists of three distinct 
_ bars. The main one stands next to the 
dance floor, a second near the always 
crowded seating area, and a further 
one outside on the patio. These bars 

feature a large variety of drinks, from 
exotic cocktails to simple mixed 

* drinks, at a fairly reasonable price 
(83-4) depending on the drink in ques- 
tion. Beer, however, is not a popular 
commodity, with none available on 
tap. 

The music has a notable European 
flavor, with popular American songs 
included. The lighting system is not 
too elaborate, but sets a good enough 
atmosphere to fill the dance floor 
with enthusiastic patrons. ] 

The clientele is mainly D.C. college 
students. A crowd from G.U. can 
usually be found there, in particular 
a Latin, French, and Arab contingent. 
A patron will thus feel more comfort- 
‘able if fluent in. any of these lan- 
guages. The women are exceedingly 
well dressed, while the men are chic. 

For interested customers Café Med 

is not a singles bar, but a great place | 
to meet new people. It is always 
crowded on weekends, but Thursday 

nights are particularly fun. For $5 
cover, it is definitely worthwhile. 

Some weeks are more difficult than 
others. Sometimes finding excitement 
can be as hard as catching a pig in a 
mud bath. Well, it was not so this 
week. 

Speaking of pigs, the official 
SCOPED of the week is Ken Mita, a 
talented young junior in the SBA. Here 
is his story: Ken started out the week 
with lots on his mind—lots of work, 
Air Band practice, and the First Annual 
Village B Pig Roast. Fine. What Ken 
did not know was that his life was 

about to change. After hours and hours 
of practice, the official Air Band '85 
took off Thursday night. SCOPED 
watching the miming musicians were 
the likes of Lourdes Silva, Tiffany 
Reyes, Paul Matthews, Philip De Santis, 

Greg Semancik, and Jim Doyle. 
And what of this affair? Well, we had 

Springsteens, Princes, and Jaggers. But 
we had more. We had talent. And who 
finished the night on top? You guessed 
it. Ken Mita and fellow members of 
the famed Liquid Soap —seniors Mike 
Gallaway, Pete Brady, Jimmy Valen- 
tino, Bruce Bolkin, David Na’ai, and 

Ralph Leone. These guys were a sure 
thing as the Doobies but ended up in 
Dire Straits. Especially Ken. For it was 
pig roastin’ time in a couple of hours. 

Chris Heilpern and Ken could be 
SCOPED in the Village B courtyard     

  

A Great Graduation Present 

For You — You Deserve It! 

1967 SunBeam TIGER — 

The Carroll Shelby 
Project prior to the COBRA. New 
Restoration. Flawless Coachwork 
covered with 9 coats of hand-rubbed 
red lacquer. Drive train (269 c.i. Ford 
V-8 motor w/mid-rise manifold and 
Holley 4 Barrel) completely rebuilt 
except transmission. Show quality 
work. To arrange an appointment 

call George Schiffer at (703) 920-9214 
or (202) 786-0058.         

  

High School and College Students 

OXFORD 
“Summer 1985” 

Students will live and study at the oldest 
University in the English-speaking 
world. London Study Tour, Clubs, 
sports, receptions and Summer Balis 

included. 

Seven Week Sessions—=8 college credits 

  

Washington Internships and a 
Summer Seminar in Israel are 
also offered by W.1.S.C. 

      

Inquiries to: 
Janet Kollek, J.D., Director, Wash- 
ington International Studies Center. 
212-724-0804 or 724-0136. * 

Non-discriminatory (EO/AA)       

  

SUMMER 
JOBS 

Advantages include: 
¢ Flexible scheduling tailored 

to your needs, 
e Work part time during the 

semester and full time on 

your breaks, 
* Company benefits—Group 

health and paid vacation 

for full and part time 
employees 

» Convenient location 5 
minutes from Beltway 

¢ Paid training— Earn while 
you learn 

» Excellent salary 

Start building your 
resume now! 

Please call 

Mr. Davidson at 
881-0246     
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With graduation here, you're probably ready for a 
new car. Chrysler Corporation understands the 
graduate’s problems establishing a credit history 
and getting together enough cash to finance a 
new car purchase. Now you can afford a new car, 
thanks to Chrysler’s special 
Gold Key program for col- 
lege graduates. 

You can drive a new 

1985 Chrysler or Plymouth 

before the sun rose and throughout 

the day. 

SCOPED piggin’ out later that day 
was a host of hog-lovin’ Hoyas, includ- 
ing Jennifer Buckley, Anne Martin 

‘(also SCOPED at General Public— 

does she ever study?), Sara Stetson, and 

Claude Stansbury, who could barely 
contain himself upon viewing this Am- 
erican phenomenon. But when push 
came to shove and Ken Mita, official 
pig-slicer, almost cut two fingers off 
his hand. Ken was rushed to surgery 

and no longer SCOPED. . 

But SCOPE moved on, and what did 
we see? Well, Patrick Mahon, alias Dr. 
Seymour Cocktail, apparently has been 

walking a thin line lately. He crossed 
that line Friday night when the bare 
facts revealed a mysterious note etched 

where most people sit but Pat now 
reads, “Love, Barbara.” 

SCOPE also attended Naznin Saifi’s 
Beach Blowout birthday bash for 
friends Jeannie Ziter, Jody Davis, and 

Nora Priest, as well as the bon voyagers 
of Karen Cellarius, Art Owens, and 

Judy Lyons. Highlights of the evening 
included Theresa Estrata-Berg, house- 
mate to Ms. Lyons, showing off her 

newly discovered art of indoor sun- 
bathing (great tan!) and Alex Wong 
breaking a homemade pineapple pinata 
of which Christine Sadek took home 

A SPECIAL PROGRAM FOR NEW GRADUATES 
~ GAN HELP YOU INTO A NEW CHRYSLER OR PLYMOUTH. 

Name 

FIND 
our 

MORE. 
SEND MY MATERIALS TO THE ADDRESS BELOW. 

  

Address 
  

City State Zip 

College or University 

Graduation Date 

Mail to: Chrysler-Plymouth College Graduate Program 

2751 E. Jefferson Avenue 

Detroit, MI 48207 
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most of the candy. 

SCOPE asks, “What is new with the 

new ‘do to Becki “Reba” Stutz. Seems 
her new coiffure is too much for fellow 

Hoya staffers and is causing a rage all 
Over campus. 

Rumor has it that a budding romance 

is on the horizon for Vivian Sanchez 
and Victor Walton. They have been 
seen engaging in classy picnics on 
Copley lawn, eating cheese and drink- 
ing champagne. Observers have also 
noted that they are always laughing in 
their International Economics and 
Latin American History classes... . Pol- 
itics can be fun! : 

We close off the SCOPE with another 
hitlist (we have been losing our touch, 
we know), but first a formal apology to 
Miss Katie Beins, who, due to an 
unofficial typographical error, was 
inadvertently scoped dancing with a 

‘girl. But those who know her know 

better—it was an old man who hap- 
pened to be passing her by. Katie 
suffered horribly, to which we say 
sorry, babe, don't let it get you down... 
Just to be sure though, she has recently 
cut a single, “To All the Men I've 
Danced With,” whch clearly demon- 
strates her well-defined heterosexual 
ity. And now the hitlist: Jim McCarthy, 
Catherine Gill, Janet Redley, and Rose- 
ann Divito. We'll get someone... ... 

for a fraction of the purchase cost, with afford- 
ably low monthly payments. You have six months 
from the receipt of your degree to take advantage 
of this exclusive program. 

Mail the coupon below and get full details 
rr m—==mwmw if this special Gold Key 

program for you, 
. the new college 

graduate. Act now. 

r 
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Vive le Ling Lang 
  

by Suzie Freind 
HOYA Arts Editor 
  

Love triangle, yes, but love square?! Oui messieurs 
et mesdames. Roger Bensky’s Performing French Thea- 
ter class brought to the Georgetown stage a “love 
square” complete with the “passion, poison, and perfidy” 
in Victor Hugo's Angelo, Tyran de Padoue. 

Angelo overshadowed anything that this campus has 
seen in a long time; not only did the actors move the 
audience in a way that Plato would have approved, 

' Bensky made sure such detail as costumes and musiques 
de scene were proper and authentic. 

The most outstanding feature of the play was 
undoubtedly the acting; not only did the actors mem- 
orize lines for a play three hours in length (a feat in 
itself), more amazing is the fact that the play is 
performed entirely in French, native language to only 
three members of the cast. 

heroine La Tisbe. Krauss stirringly presents emotions 
ranging from girlish happiness to insane jealousy to 
heart-rending sorrow. Her portrayal rounds out the list 
of highly polished, extremely enjoyable performance in 
Angelo. What makes these actors more special is the 
fact that they have limited to no stage experience, 
difficult to believe after seeing the professionalism in 
Angelo. 

This professionalism spills over into all other facets 
of the production. Costumes were authentic; instead of 
the thrown-together look of most costumes in GU 
productions, Ann Sobin and Beth Brimhall scoured 
Washington to find even the most minute accessories. 
Music and lighting developed the atmosphere fittingly 
throughout the play. 

Though strange that the School of Languages and 
Linguistics is able to top other GU drama clubs, it is by 
no means dad, Perhaps the future will bring more 
groups of such professional quality; until then “Vive le 

- crossing and doublt-crossing (at times with comic genius) 

  
French was a native language to a majority of the 

audience as well, yet in the entire three hours, the times 

were rare when it became difficult to decipher the 
happenings onstage; body language and intonation 
were so expressive that the plot was easily understood 
by even Anglophone viewers. 

The characters in Angelo range from the nefarious 
no-gooder, Homodei, played with devious relish by 
Patrick Moreno. Moreno slithers. across the stage, 

Ling Lang!” 

  

the fated lovers. his plans are to have revealed the affair 
of Rodolfo (Richard Thompson) and the woman who 
rebuffed his advances, Catarina (Justine Pancysk), in 

reality the wife of the podesta of Padoue, Angelo 
Malipieri (Christopher Thomspon) whose mistress La 
Tisbe (Victoria Krauss) is the tool Homodei uses to 

reveal Rodolfo and Catarina. e 
Thompson and Pancysk portray the lovers with a : 

tenderness which stirs the audience, yet in turn, each 
shows an equally convincing firmness of character. As 
Angelo, Chris Thompson is probably the most intense 
character in the production. His stature and deep- 
voiced delivery alternately convince the audience of 
the intensity of his love for La Tisbe and his power over 
his wife. Thompson exudes a stage presence which at 
times overshadows the efforts of his highly talented 
co-stars. E 

The most touching performance, however, was 
undoubtedly that of Victoria Krauss as the tragic 

  
Victoria Pancysk and Christopher Thompson star in 
Victor Hugo's Angelo, Tyran de Padoue, directed 
by Roger Daniel Bensky. 

zling production, Kismet. 

  

by Anthony Rawlinson 
HOYA Staff Writer 
  

Kismet, Mask and Bauble’s final 
production of the semester, opened 
Friday, April 19 and won well-earned 
applause from enthusiastic audiences 
each night of its run. The story, orig- 
inally drawn from a Russian folk tale, 
concentrates on a poet and his daugh- 
ter and their rather bizarre initial 
forty-eight hours in Baghdad. The two 
survive threats of dismemberment, 

Photo by Claude Feigenbaum   
  

  

YOU DESERVE 
AN OFFICE 
WITH A VIEW. 

AND A FUTURE. 
for Georgetown Linjversity students, there's 
a lot to see from the cabin of an Eastern 
Airlines 757. There's the excitement and 
variety of over 140 cities in more than 20 
countries. There's the pride and profession- 
alism of one of the world’s largest airlines. 
And most importantly, there's a real career 
path with advancement opportunities into 
airline management. And it’s all yours to 
see as an Eastern Airlines Flight Attendant. 

aPDearance, have strong communication 
skills and get along well with others, open 
our eyes to these career positions with 
astern. We offer good starting salaries, ex- 

cellent benefits, plenty of time off, and travel 
privileges for you and your family. 

There's a great view and a great future waitin 
for you at Eastern. To find out more, fi 
out the attached coupon and send it in. 

  

EASTERN 
We earn our wings every day 

Eastern is anxious to share their view of the 
world with you. If you take pride in your 

    
    
    
    
        
    

    

Yes No. Are you 19 years of age or older? 

Yes No. Are you 52” or taller without shoes (weight in proportion to height)? 

Yes No. Is your uncorrected vision 20/200 or better? 

Yes No. Are you a high school graduate (or equivalent)? 

Yes No. Are you a U.S. citizen or registered alien? 

Yes No. Is this the only flight attendant application that you have submitted 
to Eastern in the past 12 months? 

Yes No. Are you willing to accept relocation? 

City nearest you served by Eastern. 

If you've answered “yes” to all the above questions and would like to be considered for one of 
our initial Scjcening sessions, please enclose non-refundable $10.00 processing fee. Make your 
check or money order payable to: Eastern Airlines Flight Attendant Recruiting. Do not send cash. 

Clip and mail with your processing fee to: Eastern Airlines, Flight Attendant Recruiting-MIALK, 
Miami, FL 33148. : 

  

  

Home Phone ( )   

City State Zip 

NOTE: Due consideration will be giveniin waiving the processing fee for those whose questionnaire 
is accompanied by a written explanation of need. 

Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer GU 

flogging and repeated ravishment to 

  
One Night in Baghdad 

/ 
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Mask and Bauble closed its 133rd season with the bejeweled and bedaz- 

achieve the trite but fitting “happily 
ever after.” 

Along the way we meet evil robbers, 
a wicked Chief of police, a real nasty 
Wazir of police and lots of nastier 
Wazir policemen. We ride through the 
streets of Bagdad where slavetraders 
sell sensuous slaves, merchants reveal 

. their costly wares, and the jewels of 

the Orient shine and sparkle. Kismet is 
pure fantasy and its colours, its music 
and its dances bear witness to its 

enchantment. 
The director, Victoria Bundonis, has 

Arts 
undoubtedly pulled off a magnificent 
tour de force that is a credit to her 
creativity and unflagging endurance. 
Her casting was very good, and she 

has assembled a very able production 
staff. Scott Matthias (Musical Director) 
and Eileen Consey (Vocal Director) 
must be congratulated for an excelleni 
job. The music and the singing are 
quite splendid; “This is my Beloved” 
and “Baubles, Bangles and Beads” 

stand out especially in the crowd, 
Mary-Anne Garrity’s chorzography 

is fast-paced and enthusiastic, and the 
Dance of the Princesses of Ababu and 

“Was I Wazir” prove especially enjoy- 
able. The direction of the set pieces is 

simple and effective with a very intel 
ligent use of the chorus throughout 
the play. The pace of the show, how- 
ever, is awkward and at times becomes 
so slow that it detracts from the play's 
effectiveness. 

The cast in general performs well 
together. Chris D’Amico (The Poet) is 
a very able performer who sings well 
and performs with a commanding and 
effective stage presence. His delivery 
is good, and he articulates well the 

relevant mood or emotion. He is ably 
supported by Laura Quinn (Marsinah) 
who sings absolutely beautifully and 
captures the right feeling to her role. 
Quinn works well with Jeff McKibben 

{The Caliph) who lends a gentle ten- 
derness to his character. Billi Moore 

        

   

~ (Wazir) is dastardly wicked and Kath- 
leen Dougherty (Lalume) is sassy and 
sexy in all the right places. The “boys 

  

. and girls” of the chorus jiggle and 
riggle with abundant enthusiasm, and 

all the performances are enhanced by 
the marvellous costumes that Elizabeth 
Kent and her crew have created. 

Kismet is not for the serious, but 

instead, those of you who love old- 

fashioned and rather camp musical 
comedies should feel right at home. 
Kismet is very much a Mask and 

Bauble sticcess, and it draws the season 
to a respectful close. The club should 

take encouragement from past achieve | 
ments and have the courage to stretch 

itself to further and more challenging 
endeavors. Who knows what “fate”, 
rather, “Kismet”, may hold for the 
future. 

  

  

  

MANAGEMENT 
America’s Fastest Growing Fast Food Company 

is now hiring . . . MANAGER TRAINEES. 

We will need managers for 6 units opening in 1985 in the 
Northern Virginia area. Successful applicants will be youth- 
riented; will have: drive stamina, and enthusiasm. Manage- 

ent or fast food experience is not necessary —just a willing- 
ness to learn and an ability to hustle.", 

   

Our fast-track training program is designed to teach personnel 
management, business accounting, food management, and to 

prepare the candidate for a management position within 6 to 8 
months. 

Managers earn a more than competitive salary—PLUS a 25% 
share in the units profits along with a benefits package of 
medical, dental, and life insurance and paid vacations. Our 

progressive company allows its people to move to supervisory or 
franchise positions within 18 months. ; 

Send a Resumé to: DOMINO'S PIZZA 
3907 Belle Rive Terrace 
Alexandria, VA 22309 

COMING SOON TO GEORGETOWN! 
1100 25th Street 

Summer part-time delivery positions are also available.   Apply at your nearest DOMINO'S PIZZA location. 
  

  

  

Students 
Step into an office job. 

NOW. 

  

Become a Manpower temporary 

You'll receive: 
e Free word processing training (qualified applicants) 

e A flexible schedule e High weekly pay 
e Recognition for good performance 

Clerical . . . data entry operators... 
Word processing operators . . . typists. 

Opening May 6 

© MANPOWER" 
TEMPORARY SERVICES 

1901 N. Moore Street, #603 
Arlington, VA 22209 

243-5225   
  

    

  

  

  

  

  

    

     
    

      

  

THE WORLD 

IS: YOUR. CAMPUS 
    

     

Study around the world, visiting Japan, Korea, 

Taiwan, Hong Kong, SriLanka, India, Egypt, 
Turkey, Greece and Spain. Our 100 day voyages 
sail in February and September offering 12-15 

transferable hours of credit from more than 60 voyage- 

related courses. 

The S.S. UNIVERSE is an American-built ocean 

liner, registered in Liberia. Semester at Sea admits 

students without regard to color, race or creed. 

For details call toll-free (800) 854-0195 

or write: 

Semester at Sea 
Institute for Shipboard Education 

University of Pittsburgh, 2E Forbes Quadrangle 
Pittsburgh, PA 15260 

     

       

                  

    

    

  

Applications are still being accepted 
for the Fall ’85 and Spring ’86 

semesters. 
Eo              

        

  

  

   
    FRESHEST 

We bake the bread 
when you order it 

TASTIEST 
All the fillings are baked 
together inside the bread 

BIGGEST 
Two sizes available 

Large and Huge 

   

  

  Georgetown 

HAT IS A STROMBOLI 

Eo 

With over twenty different fillings 

to choose from, including: 

meatball, sausage, pepperoni, 

chicken, veal, steak, ham, and 

mushrooms, cauliflower, zucchini, 

Open for lunch, dinner & late night snacks -7 days 

There's no substitute for the best! 

A Good Times Restaurant = 

1365 Wisconsin Ave, NW. 

: NV the corner of “O” street, a few blocks up from wosiig 

2    It's’ our special doug: 

wrapped ‘round all 

kinds of delicious 

stuff—fresh cheeses, 

meats, vegetables, 
special sauces, and 

then baked . . . fresh. 

Select one of our 

combinations or 

create yer own! 

      

  

     

  

        
    
    
    

  

     

    

  

MOST INTERESTING 

         
        

  

fresh broccoli, eggplant, 

  

    

  

and spinach. 

       

  
   

    

e 333-2200   
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History 
Made Comical 
  

by Thomas Jones 
HOYA Assistant Arts Editor 
  

The Wooly Mammoth Theatre Com- 
pany's production of Richard Nelson's The 
Vienna Notes is vaguely provocative and 
occasionally amusing. It takes place in an 
elegant Vienna hotel suite (effectively de- 
signed set) with the famous American 
Senator Stubbs, Senator Stubbs’ secretary 
and their hostess, Georgia. Senator Stubbs 
has just lost a bid for the presidency and 
now desperately seeks to record his political 
career and his later life, i.e. the time of the 
play, in the most dramatic and legendary 
way possible. 

‘Stubbs mawkishly and melodramatically 

recounts his thoughts as his secretary, 
. Rivers, records them. This takes place in 
their hostess’ house while terrorists’ attacks 
attempt to do away with Stubbs. Needless 
to say the Senator turns this life and death 

situation into a lunge at fame. 
The Vienna Notes explores the idea of 

obsession with fame, and it pokes fun at 
the tradition of recorded memoirs that 
inevitably soften the uncomfortable edges 

  
Marvin Hunter stars as the 

obsessed Senator Stubbs in 
the Wooly Mammoth Thea- 
ter Company's The Vienna 
Notes. 

of any person's life. Stubbs starts out rather 
unbelievably but one comes to see Nelson's 
point as the play goes on; acting is indeed 
natural. No matter how serious the crisis, 

we are always in some control of our 
actions and we call upon a repetoire of 
external reactions to affect our audience. 
Stubbs plays this game to a comical extreme 
but this overstatement makes a timely point. 

Unfortunately, however, The Vienna 
Notes loses its spark about half-way through, 
and what begins as an interesting mock of 
the popular accusation that so-and-so is a 
fake, ends in complete boredom. Marvin 
Hunter carries Stubbs off with occasional 
flare and almost constant control. He does 
well, but in two hours of performance his 

character fails to develop. 
Barbara Rappaport, as Rivers, plays a 

drier character and presents a less polished 
performance. Despite some shining mo- 
ments, Mary Ellen Nester overplays the 
frantic hostess, Georgia, who knows not 
what to make of the bigger-than-life Sena- 
tor. 

In the end, I found myself wondering 
why this was not a one act play. Although 
there were times when I began to feel 
better about the play, my optimism was 
swallowed up by repetition and unprofes- 
sional representations of unbelievable char- 
acters. 

Fourth Annual Airband FliesHigh 
  

by Scott Peeples 
HOYA Associate Editor 
  

Grabbing a broomstick and jumping 
around your bedroom in a rock in- 

duced frenzy ain’t what it used to be. 
That teenage ritual has evolved into a 
team spectator sport, capable of draw- 

ing a standing-room-only crowd (even 
if there had been chairs) to the Hall 

of Nations. Given the tremendous pop- 
ularity of airbanding, it was not sur- 
prising that the groups in WGTB’s 
fourth annual contest were more con- 
sistently well-prepared than in previous 
years. Even the structure of the con- 
test, was more professional—a pre- 

3 liminary round, intermission, round of 

eight finalists, and then... The Final 
Three. 

It was a tough call. From the highly 
competitive semifinals, the judges se- 
lected Liquid Soap, Bruce Stringbean 
andthe M Street Band, and the ‘83 
champs Immoral Minority. Nobody 

asked me, but I would have gone with 
Stringbean, Immoral Minority, and Ike 
Jagger and the Rolling Rocks. 

‘The Rocks, by the way, are the only 

band to perform in the contest every 

year since its conception. It may not 
- have been one of their best nights, but 

still, Ike as Mick is what Airbanding is 
all about. 

And some honorable mention should 
go to Mystique for “1999,” one of the 
best performances I've seen in four 

years. Unfortunately, their follow-ups 
were not as convincing. 

Of the three bands that were se- 
lected, two ran into problems beyond 
their control. Immoral Minority’s fourth 

song, “Relax,” had been done in the 
first round by—you gotta love this— ° 

“Muffy Goes To Georgetown.” Bruce 

Stringbean’s hilarious tribute to the 
Boss was the best concept of the night, 
and a great surprise, but by song 
number four the originality was played 

out. They couldn’t forsake the Boss 
and imitate another band, but by round 

three there were no twists left. 
The last round belonged to Liquid 

Soap. They must have had a feeling 

they were going to make it, because 
they knew to save their best for last. 

“Twistin’ by The Pool,” though not 

universally recognizable was a mem- 

  

IS THIS YOU?? 

~e Mon.-Fri. 9:00-6:00 

THEN... YOU NEED us! 

  

Parcel SHiopInG — U.P.S.! 
¢ Overnight, 2 days and ground service available 
e Packing Supplies: Cartons, tape, jiffy bags and more! 

Sat. 10:00-4:00 

“50 Ib. parcel to Miami, Florida only $14.00” 

fq}Bostal 
| a private mailbox Express service 

Washington, D.C. 20007 
(KEY BRIDGE AND M STREET) 

(202) 965-4427 

  

orable piece of airbanding. The final 

order of finish: Immoral Minority 

third, Stringbean and the M Streeters 
second, and Liquid Soap first. 

Regardless of popularity, somebody 
should try something besides “classic 
rock” and safe new wave. Does Mr. 

Airband Critic have any better ideas? 
Sure: 

“We Are The World"—Have every- 

body you know come as their favorite 

rock star, get somebody to be Quincy 
Jones, and you're there. 

“The Last Waltz"—One guy does 
Dylan, another Van Morrison, another 
Neil Young. Great possibilities for 

impersonations, variety, and a unifying 

concept. You could do the same thing 
with Woodstock. : 

The Benny Goodman Orchestra 

Who said it has to be rock and roll! 
Re-creating a full-sized swing orchestre 
would be almost impossible, but if you 

could do it, you'd win. 
A year from now, now one will 

suspect that you got your ideas from a 

HOYA article, and 1 won't tell. The 
future of an art form is in your hands. 
Good luck. 

  

HELP WANTED 
College Graduates of 1985 

Interested in teaching 
Learning and study skills, 

travel to schools and colleges 
throughout the U.S. 
Strong Liberal Arts 

Background — Creative — 
Independent. Car needed. 

Start mid-August. 
Training with salary. 

Send resume to: 
P.O. Box 439 

Greenwich, CT 06830   
  

  

    

Vehicles Included 
in the Plan. 

You may choose a 
new 1985 Thunderbird. 
LTD. Tempo. Mustang, 
Escort, Bronco Il or light 
trucks up to F-250). 

*Pre-Approved Credit. 
Just meet three simple 

conditions: 
+ You must have verifiable employ-   ment that begins within 120 days of your 
vehicle purchase at a salary sufficient to cover 
ordinary living expenses and your vehicle payment. 

* You must have proof that you have graduated or will graduate 
and be awarded at least a bachelor’s degree within 120 days. 

NORTHEAST FORD 
NEW YORK & WEST VIRGINIA AVES. N.E. 

Just 3 Minutes From P.G. County Line 
Just 5 Minutes From Capitol Hill 

NORTHEAST FORD 
Has a special gift for upcoming graduates 

~APPROVED 
CREDIT FROM 
FORD CREDIT. 

Plus $400 purchase allowance* 
from Ford Motor r Company. 

     

  

$400 as a down payment or receive a 
$400 check directly from Ford after the sale. 

  

832-2000 

  

4+ Your credit record. if 
you have one. must indi- 
cate payment made as 
agreed. 

**$400 Purchase 
Allowance. 

Make your best deal...use the 

Ford Motor: 
Credit 
Copper   

Gospel Choir Swings Gaston 
  

Say Amen! Say Hallelujah! 
  

by Mitchell Wood 
HOYA Staff Writer 
  

The spirited sound of joyous music 
filled Gaston Hall Sunday afternoon 
as the Georgetown University Gospel 
Choir celebrated its fifth anniversary 
with a rousing concert. 

An up-tempo opening number, “Lift 
Him Up,” set the theme for the two- 
‘hour production, which featured noted 
gospel talent Rickey Peyton as well as 
selections from the GU choir. 

“I Rejoice” and the slower “Give Us 
This Day” gave evidence of the choir’s 
full range. In “This Is My Command- 
ment,” the harmony came through 

best; in other songs, the lower voices 
occasionally were overshadowed by 
the soprano and alto sections. 

Saxophone soloist Thomas Ross 
highlighted a moving adaptation of 
“Bridge Over Troubled Water,” earn- 
ing a standing ovation from the audi- 
ence. The mood shifted from a quiet 
sadness to the elation of certainty as 
the choir joined in, declaring, “Jesus 

will be your bridge.” 
The audience was clapping along 

even before the singing started by the 
time Alethia Simmons came forward 

as lead vocalist in “Don’t Wait Till the 

Battle’s Over, Shout Now!” Her stun- 
. ning “Hallelujahs” elicited shouting 
from the crowd, as individuals stood, 

waving hands and rocking with the 
music. 

Rickey Peyton’s first two songs were 
marred by an ill-functioning speaker 
system, but in “I've Got Joy, It's So 
Wonderful,” the message still got 
across. His running commentary on 
the glory of God gave the show a 
strong dose of revivalist fervor. 

The largely white audience—or “con- 
gregation,” as GU choir director Ron 

Harper called it—showed the gospel 
market at Georgetown could attract 
support beyond its black community. 

There was, however, something comi- 
cal about the “Praise the Lords” Peyton 
evoked from his three hundred listen- 
ers; but singing “If you've got the 
faith, say it/God has the power to do 
it,” the white folks didn’t do half bad. 

Sister Melody Taylor, who followed, 

refused to let the enthusiasm wane, 

rac 

2 
A, Sawin Ta

ge
” 

masterfully singing “Surrender,” a piece 
composed by Harper. “Sing it!” people 
cried out as she performed, and by the 
end, the crowd was on its feet." 

Toward the end, the choir’ took 
some time to celebrate its birthday, * 
and acknowledged the commitment of 
five-year members Maria Mitchell.” 
Cynthia Middleton, Arnold Tyler, Hay- 
ward Ratliff, and Alfred Jones. “We're 
just one big happy family,” quipped” 3 
one member as gifts to show! 'the''! 
group’s “love and affection” were dis- 
tributed. 3 

Overall, there were few glitches or 
disappointing moments, although’ thei 
repertoire could have included some 
more traditional ‘gospel hymns, ‘such 
as “Precious Lord” or “What a Friend 
We Have In Jesus,” proven Sows 
pleasers. $ 

It's unfortunate that more people: : 

" 
i 

didn’t attend the concert, which gave ; 

the campus community a chance’ to 
see one of the University’s better-kept"’ 
musical secrets. There was, to be sure;' 

enough inspiration to pull even" the 
most anxious of students through final‘ 
exams. Bae 

Leal; 
  

  

ArtsBoxArtsBoxArtsBox Arts 
THEATER: Cooper Hewitt 

Arena Stage Kreeger Theatre: Isn't It Romantic? Museum 
616-1050 Old Vat Room: Banjo Dancing National Portrait 

Gallery 

Ford's Theatre  Godspell Nation] 
347-4833 ' Museum of 

American Art 

Hirshh 
Gala Hispanic ~~ Caballero de Milagro - ” 
Theater MUSIC: 

Baa Blues Alley 
337-4148 

Source Theater Warehouse Rep: Ladies’ Side, The 
462-7782 Holy Terrorist, and Equus 9:30 Club. 

ON CAMPUS: 

Woolly Mam- The Vienna Notes Gaston Hall 

moth Theater 

tem Reiss 103 

MUSEUMS: Walsh 191 
Corcoran Robert Henri: Painter; Henri's Circle Xavier Lo 
Galley of Art The New York School: Photography avier Lounge 

of the 1950's | 
Compiled by Suzie Freind. 

bho 3 Glad (Lt : 

ool by 

The Four Continents, Old Master. ies 
dyatbs 

“Prints from the Wallerstein Celestily iii 

Thomas Paine: A Hero Scorned. . (i 

; srs ony 
Creation Land Renewal: Views of 
Cotopaxi ; 

Jim Dine: Five Themes 

Les McMann closes Sunday; Flor) 
Purim and Airto open Tuesday = 2! 

O Boy opens Friday ats 

WOE beng | 

fa ahd 

pile 
Voice and Piano Recital 

Sunday 7:00 p.m.     
Stripes Friday 8:00 p.m. and i | 
10:00 p.m. ; prraf 4 

Senior Thesis Art Exhibit toned 3 
Swansong A Coffeehouse as 
Saturday 8:00 p.m. ohne 3     

  

(y 
| SWE WITH A FERTZ PENSKE TRUCK RENTAL 

ALL LOCAL AND ONE WAY TRUCK BENTALS SUBJECT TO HERTZ-PENSKE STANDARD RENTAL QUALIFICATIONS 

  
  
  

Vy, 57.14 GALL: 823-5880 
683-4550 
  

  

Truck 
Rental & Leasing   HERTZ PENSKE LEASES AND RENTS FORDS AND OTHER STURDY TRUCKS     

  

  

MISSED SIGNUPS TO 
BE A BIG BROTHER 

OR SISTER? 
Stop by the GUSA Office 

Healy Basement 

by Wed., May 15 
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by Dennis Roche 
HOYA Sports Editor 
  

Qver the past six years, Georgetown 
University has experienced an increase 
in the number of applications to the 
University, while at the same time 
increasing the level of competition at 
which many of its athletic teams are 
asked to compete. Currently, the pro- 
‘cedure by which athletes are admitted 

. varies. according to the sport, a pro- 
cess which is at times confusing and 
ill-defined. 

The most clear-cut category as far 
as admitting athletes is concerned, are 

the scholarship sports—men’s and wom- 
en's: basketball, men’s and women’s 
track and cross country, women’s vol- 
leyball, and to a lesser degree, wom- 
en’s tennis. “There, the University has 

directed that X number of spaces, 
equivalent to the number of full schol- 
arships available, are to be earmarked 
for people who can compete at the top 
“level,” said Charles Deacon, Director 

of Admissions for the University. “The 
student there has to meet a minimum 
standard of prediction of success here, 
and, if there's any doubt... there's a 

special committee made up of the 
dean,two faculty members, and myself, 
to look at any cases of people who are 
marginal.” Added Deacon, “In the case 
of our coaches, ...in all instances 
(coaches give) careful consideration 
to their academic and personal char- 
acteristics as well. Those are essen- 
‘tially non-competitive spaces.” 

‘Deacon aptly characterized the ad- 

  

missions situation of the scholarship 
sports as “the easy half” of the athletic- 
admissions picture. For the remainder 
of the sports in the athletic department, 
the non-scholarship sports, there exist 
different standards depending upon 
the team, the student-athlete, and the 
coach’s recommendation of the player. 

In some sports, the Univeristy has 
stipulated that there be an extra edge 
given in a specified number or admis- 
sions cases. “Edge (is) defined however 
the Admissions committee wants to 
define it,” said Deacon, giving some 
indication of how cloudy this area is. 

Football, men’s lacrosse, crew, and 
baseball are examples of sports that 
are supposed to receive these edges in 
a certain amount of cases. This does 
not mean that certain specified athletes 
are guaranteed admission in certain 
sports, but rather that in cases when 

athletes are highly competitive aca- 
demically they should receive the extra 
“edge” provided by their athletic abil- 
ity and get in. 

Even in sports which are not speci- 
fied by the University to get edges, 
such as women’s lacrosse and swim- 
ming, have their athletes receive some 
leeway from ‘Admissions. “We will 
attempt to provide consideration” for 
these sports that are left out, said 
Deacon. 

This creates a situation where the 
coaches, in many cases part-time, must 
provide extensive information on their 
respective prospects and recommend 

them accordingly to the Admissions 
committee. “The Admissions Commit- 

  

tee essentially wants the coaches to 

give them a list from most important 
athletes to least important,” said Dea- 
con. Admissions then balances a can- 
didate’s non-athletic qualitites with his 
rank to determine whether he or she is 
admitted. “Some coaches don’t like to 
(rank players)” noted Deacon, as he 
commented that certain coaches are 
not nearly as cooperative in this pro- 
cess as others. 

It can thus be seen that this admis- 
sions process is by no means clear. “It’s 
a hazy area,” said Deacon. “I would 

like it to be clearer.” 

For individual coaches, this process 

can be deadly, as they attempt to build 
their program to a certain level. Several 
coaches recently agreed to comment 
in writing on the admissions situation 
as it applied to their sport. 

Sandy Inglis, who coaches women’s 

lacrosse and field hockey, said she 

receives “very little” help from the 
Admissions Department, which isn’t 

required to give her athletes edges. 
“Admissions could be more conscien- 
tious about admitting talented quali- 
fied athletes,” she commented. “Many 

capable students have been turned 
down.” 

Men’s tennis coach Rich Bausch 
claims his “program does not require 

very much cooperation from admis- 

sions. Even if none of the recom- 
mended student-athletes were admit- 
ted, the team would... by and large 

generally be as successful as it would 
be with recruited players.” 

While Bausch feels his team has 

reached a respectable level of play, 

first year soccer coach Keith Tabatznik 
is attempting to raise the level of his 
program. “It is extremely important 
to know that admissions will accept 
enough quality student-athletes in each 
sport to allow that sport to fill vacan- 
cies created by graduating players... 
and at the same time improve,” wrote 

Tabatznik, who expects three to five 
recruits to attend Georgetown next 
year. 

Volleyball coach Kn Ng, whose 
players are not all on scholarship, said 
that admissions has “been very co- 
operative.” Yet he added, “I don’t 
think (Admissions) gives enough cred- 
it to the high school athletes who have 
to handle both a demanding athletic as 
well as academic schedule.” Golf coach 
Tom Hunter, who doesn’t receive 

edges, wrote that he “received a good 
deal of help this year” in getting pro- 
spective players in. 

Men’s Lacrosse coach Bill Gorrow 
was the most disillusioned of the coach- 
es who responded. “As we recruit the 
candidate admissions is very helpful in 
getting mailings out and answering 
questions for the candidate,” Gorrow 
commented. “Once the decision pro- 
cess begins the rules go out. We are 
given guidelines to follow which are 
later disregarded . . . false promises (are 
made) on a recruits chances for admis- 
sion and deceptions on why a recruit 
did not make it (are given).” Gorrow 
said that the admission’s process “in 
the last year (has) done a great deal to 

discourage very capable scholar ath- 
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GU Athletic Admissions Process Explained and Examined 
letes from completing an application 
for admission here.” 
These are just a few examples of 

coaches who must haggle with admis- 
sions over recruits. Not all coaches are 
happy with the priority that their 
respective sports are given, and the 

distinction between “spaces,” “edges,” 
and just a bit of influence can cause 
quite a bit of confusion. 

The Ivy League schools, very similar 
to Georgetown in academic competi- 
tion, allot a certain amount of spaces 

for each sport, and thus there exists a 
much clearer relationship between the 
teams and Admissions. No proposals 
have been adopted to create a similar 
situation at Georgetown. 

Indeed, an Ivy-League type solution 
might not be best for Georgetown. “I, 
for one, am opposed to it,” said Dea- 
con. He cited the example of the Ivy 
League school that offers 80 prospec- 
tive football players admission, 40 ac- 
tually come, 25-30 try out their fresh- 
man year, and seven are left four years 

later. With scholarship sports, on the 
other hand, every athlete that takes a 
scholarship plays the sport for four 
years. Admissions can thus offer other 

Season Winds Down 

Sports 

    

spaces to more well-rounded appli- : 
cants. 

In addition, the Ivies ultimately 
compete primarily against one another. 
The Big East is not the Ivy League. 
Indeed, Boston College is the only 
school that is remotely as academically 
competitive as Georgetown. “In the 
non-scholarship sports, we have no, 
business being in the Big East,” said 
Deacon, adding that athletes that 
are accepted at many other Big East: 
schools on academic merit alone often 
stand little chance of getting in here. . 

Georgetown is thus faced with the 
~ problem of attempting to raise various - 
teams to the Big East standard of play, 
while at the same time not offering 
scholarships. Without scholarships. 

even admitted athletes have no obliga- 
tion to play, so the creation of Ivy- 
style spaces may in the long run not be 
the answer in the more athletically ; 
competitive Big East. The admissions: - 
process for athletes at Georgetown, in 
the meanwhile, will continue to be a 
long, drawn out process that relies on 
intense interplay between the Admis- 
sions Department and each individual 
coach. ga 

Floors Repeatin Yates 
  

by Mike Faino 
HOY A Staff Writer 

  

  
by Paul Gallant 

HOYA Asst. Sports Editor 
  } 
; Quick—name the pro sports pros- 
pects graduating this year from 
Georgetown University (hint: there 
are three). OK, you got Pat Ewing 
and Bill Martin of hoop fame, but 
what about a third? No, not Ralph 
Dalton. How about Steve Iannini? 
Who, you ask, is Steve Iannini? 

Let's put it this way, if baseball was 
anywhere near as big as basketball 
on this campus, the name lannini 
would be all you hear these days. 

{ Laboring in the all-encompassing 
shadow of the basketball team, 
Senior Steve lannini has put to- 
gether a remarkable four years at 
GU. He burst onto the scene in the 
1982 season, and led the nation’s 
freshmen in batting with a .463 
average. But if you think all he can 

do is hit, think again. The freshman 
centerfielder attempted 42 stolen 
bases and made it 40 times, an 
incredible 96% success ration. 

He “slumped off” in his sopho- 
more, to 420 and his stolen base 
percentage fell off drastically—to 
95%. But he picked up his homer 
total from just one in his first year 
to five the next. 

His junior year was one for the 
record books. An NCAA-leading 
470 batting average was all the 
more impressive in light of the fact 
that his power production increased 
again—8 homers. But his continued 
decline in SB percentage can be 
chalked up to old age. 

If these don’t attract national 
attention, nothing will. Iannini, a   

second-team All-American last year, 

has already been drafted four times 
by the major leagues; after his 
senior year in high school by the 
Chicago White Sox, after his fresh- 

man and sophomore years here by 
the Minnesota Twins, and last year 
by the New York Yankees. 

If there is any question at all 
about Iannini’s pro potential, it 
surrounds his throwing shoulder, 
his left one. He suffered an injury 
to it last season and his draft value 
greatly declined, this clearly being 
the reason he wasn’t selected in the 

baseball draft until the sixth round. 
A call to the Yankees verified 

this theory. Yankee Vice-President 

of baseball operations Peter James 
would not go into details of the 
club’s scouting report on Iannini, 
but he would say that “We were 

very high on him until the shoulder 
injury. We then tried to get a line * 
on him by watching him in the 
Cape Cod summer league, but he 

only DHed.” James would not com- 
ment further on this nor would he 
reveal the Yankees current level of 

interest in him. Iannini’s previous 
suitors, the Twins, provided even 
less information. 

His mentor for the last four years, 
and probably the best assessor of 

Iannini’s talent is Hoya Manager 
Ken Kelly, and Kelly is is willing to 
talk about it. Says the Hoyas’ skip- 
per on Iannini’s play this year, “He's 
not having the kind of year either 
he or I expected him to have. But 

he’s such a tremendous prospect 

with his rare combination of power 
and speed. And this year especially, 

  

he’s put so much pressure on him- 

self to get the big hit for us every 
time up. But to his credit, the better 
the competition this year, the better 
he’s performed. He's just ripped 
Big East pitching.” 

What does Kelly think about 
Iannini’s possible All-American sta- 

tus this season and his worth in the 
baseball draft? “So much politics is 
involved in that selection of All- 
Americans, it’s impossible to pre- 

dict. As for the draft, I might be 
judging him totally differently from 
the scouts who have seen him.” It’s 

a fair bet to say the scouts are still 

enamored with him judging from 
his awesome stats and the fact that 

Another Hoya Athlete Looks to Join Pro Ranks 
just a couple of days ago, the San 
Francisco Giants had someone here 
looking at him. 

With all this going for him, 
wouldn’t Iannini tend to. become 
even a bit self-centered? Surprising- 
ly, Kelly says yes, but in this con- 
text: “Every senior goes through a 
period of ‘selfishness’, but: when 

Iannini kicks his helmet after mak- 
ing an out, it's more because he 
feels he isn’t helping the team as 
much as he can.” 

The best analysis of Iannini was 

offered by Kelly, who summarized: 
“lannini’s the kind of guy you'd pay 

“to see play.’ Maybe in a few years, 
we'll be doing just that. 
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Baseball Captain Steve lannini has slugged his way to national prominence.       

  

  
As the Yates Cup race winds down, 

it appears that 1st and 3rd New North 

will repeat as Yates Cup champions. 
1st New North, priding itself on 

participation in table tennis and rac- 
quetball and outstanding performances 
in the ‘indoor relays and the swim 
meet, -easily outdistanced 6th Harbin 
and 2nd St. Mary's. At the indoor 
relays, the champions picked up 34 
points on strong performaces in the 
mile from Matt Sippel, Mark Thibault, 
and Sean Houston. 2nd St. Mary's 

finished a close second with 29 points, 
coming in second in the 200 and 400 
meter relays. 

After a second place finish by floor 
member David Megan in table tennis, 
Ist New North dominated the swim 

meet, finishing first with 63 points. 

6th Harbin earned the majority of © 
their points in their best outing of 
the semester, placing second with 59 
points. 

Ist New North becomes the second 
team in as many years to win the Yates 
Cup both semesters, following in the 

footsteps of last year’s 2nd St. Mary's. 
The race for the Women’s Yates 

Cup was never close, as 3rd New North 
went almost unchallenged, scoring 149 

points. 3rd Darnall, with 80 points, 
edged out 6th Harbin, who had 79, for 
second place. Han TE 

Despite narrowly losing the indoor 
relays to 3rd Darnall, 3rd New North, 
the floor that seems to win the Yates 
Cup every year, dominated nearly 
every other sport. Outstanding parti- 
cipation in sports such as table tennis, 
racquetball, and squash were instru- 
mental this semester, but their running 
away with the swim meet clinched 
their victory. 3rd New North's 62 points . 
left 6th Harbin’s 35 points in the dust. 
3rd New North is the first women’s 
floor to win the Yates Cup for both 
semesters. 3 

As soccer and softball end this week, 
the Yates Cup race comes to an end.’ 
Due to the condition of Harbin field, - 

all soccer games had to be moved'to 
Kehoe astroturf, causing turf burns for 
anyone who thought a sliding tackle 
was necessary in intramural -S0CGer.-. 

The lack of rain in April has allowed ! 
both sports to keep on schedule. “The 
great weather has been a blessing for 
softball and soccer,” Assistant Intra- 

mm hs CR NG SWE 5 

x 

re 

mural Director Jim “Wedge” Sullivan 
remarked. "We've had very few cancel- 
lations this spring as compared to last 
year, when nearly the whole Men's 
Open softball season was washed out.” 

  

  

NEW RESTAURANT OPENING! 
Full or Part Time Positions 

European-style fast-food restaurant with several operations in 
Europe is opening its first U.S. restaurant in Washington. We are 
seeking energetic individuals at least 18 years of age, interested in 
growth oriented environment and competitive pay. Some late 
evening and weekend hours involved. THE EARLY 

BIRD... 
LTT fo) 

BN MCAT - LSAT - GMAT 
SAT - DAT - GRE - CPA 
Join our “Early Bird” and 
Summer Classes In Preparation 
for Your Fall 1985 Exams 

3 Permanent Centers open days, evenings and 
: weekends. 

Low hourly cost. Dedicated full-time staff. 
Complete TEST-n-TAPES™ facilities for review of 
class lessons and supplementary materials. 
Classes taught by skilled instructors 

Opportunity to make up missed lessons. 
Voluminous home-study materials constantly 
updated by researchers expert in their field. 

Opportunity to transfer to and continue study at 
any of our over 120 centers. 

OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE 

GRE PSYCH - GRE BIO - MAT - PCAT 
BE (OCAT-VAT - TOEFL - MSKP -NMB 

FMGEMS -FLEX-NDB-NLE 
H Call Days Evenings & Weekends 

KAPLAN 244-1456 
® Educational Center 4201 Connecticut Ave., N.W. 

TEST PREPARATION Washington, D.C. 20008 
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938 

      
  

  

FOOD ADDICTION 
BULIMIA ¢ COMPULSIVE OVEREATING 

Are You Suffering From Any Three of The Following: 

[J Binge on high calorie food. 
[J Inconspicuous eating (hidden eating). 
[J Constant attempts at dieting. 
[J Frequent weight fluctuations. 
[1 Eating to discomfort. 
[J Use of laxatives or diuretics     

NAPLES RESEARCH 
& COUNSELING CENTER 
  

e A Complete Confidential Medical and Psychiatric Evaluation. 
¢ Private, Confidential, and Individual Treatment. 
e 24-Hour Medical Supervision and Support. 
e Modern Residential Setting.  e Special Familization Program. 
e Individual and Group Therapy. | 
e Covered by Most Insurance Plans. 

(813) 775-4500 
24-Hour Assistance 

or Toll Free 1 (800) 722-0100 Outside Florida 

e Call\for a complimentary copy of our newest publication, “A Mini-Guide 

to Food Addiction." 

« Call for complete confidential information on our residential treatment 

program or insurance approval. 

NAPLES RESEARCH & COUNSELING CENTER 
“The nation’s most comprehensive system for the treatment of addictive disorders.” 

9001 Tamiami Trail South « Naples, Florida 33962 
CAR J.C.A H. accredited 
| QS Member of the American Hospital Association 

An affiliate of WILMAC Health Care...Partners in Family Progress         

Apply in person at: 

We are interviewing Monday-Friday, May 6-10 & May 13-17 
between the hours of 12:00 noon thru 9:00 p.m., at the restaurant. 

Francelle’s Express Cafe 
Georgetown Park Mall (2nd level) 

, N.W. Washington, D.C. 20007 

an equal opportunity employer 

3222 M St. 

  

  

Waiters and 

affair. Promises to 

shirt and black tie.   
$ EARN EXTRA $ 

200 
Black Tie Affair 

200 experienced waiters and 
waitresses to work evening in the 

Downtown area for a prestigious 

definitely first class. Proper attire 
required, black slacks, white blouse/ 

Jackets will be provided. 

Call today to find out 
how/when and where. 

TAD TEMPORARIES 

Waitresses 

be exciting and 

    

450-2300 
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GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY, WASHINGTON, D.C. 

  

by Dennis Roche 
HOY A Sports Editor 

Next year, the Georgetown a Hoyos 
basketball team loses over 30 point: 

persons of Bill Martin and Pat 
Ewing. One of the Hoyas recruits 
for next year is 6'8”, 245 pound 
behemoth Jonathan Edwards, who 

will join returnees Grady Mateen, 
" Ronnie Highsmith (and Ralph Dal- 
ton?) as well as fellow recruit Darryl 

Prue in attempting to take up the 

slack left by the two Hoya big men. 

“I don’t feel any pressure,” said 
Edwards, from O. Perry Walker 

high school in New Orleans, when 
discussing the circumstances sur- 

rounding his debut next year. “I'm 
just one person. You can’t replace 

a Martin or a Ewing.” 

Edwards comes to Georgetown 
after averaging 21 points and 15 
rebounds a game in his senior year 

by Dennis Roche 
HOY A Sports Editor 

  
Last weekend, the Georgetown 

Hoyas signed 6°5” guard Jaren Jack- 

son out of Cohen High School in 
New Orleans to a basketball scholar- 

ship. He is the third Crescent City 

product in two years to come to the 
Hilltop. } 

Jackson,a lesser known prep re- 
cruit, missed the first 18 games of 
this year with a foot injury. He 
recovered to lead his team, which 
finished with a 21-13 record, to the 
state semifinals, while averaging 14 

points a game. 
Despite his relative anonymity, 

Jackson was pursued by a number 

of schools, among them Tulsa and 
San Diego State. A visit to George- 
town was what helped Jackson make 

and 20 rebounds a game in the 

  
by John Graf 

HOY A Assistant Viewpoint Editor 

According to: a report in the 
Washington Post last Saturday, Rob- 
ert Winston, a 6'5” swingman from 

All Saints High School in the Dis- 
trict, has signed to play basketball 

in high school for a 25-9 team. He 
was named a Street and Smith Hon- 
orable Mention All-American pre- 
vious to this year, and was named 
Parade All-American after the sear 
son. 

Edwards, who was recruited by 
over 40 schools, among them North 

Carolina, UCLA, and Notre Dame, 
said academics singled out George- 
town from the field. “I want to get 

a good degree,” he. commented. 
“When I get out of school, I want 

to have something to fall back on.” 
As far as the basketball program 

itself goes, Edwards sees himself 
fitting in “just right... like the 
way (the Hoyas) play defense.” He 

realized, however, that adjusting to 
Georgetown’s game will take time. 
“I'll be ready by the time the season 
starts,” he allowed. r 

Edwards expressed disappoint- 

ment in Walker's finish during this 
past season, as they only made it to 

the second round of the state play-" 

up his mind. “After I took the visit I 
decided (to attend),” said Jackson. 
“I feel that this is my place.” 

There were, of course, other fac- 

tors influencing Jackson’s decision, 
and John Thompson and academics 
were primary among them. “I ad- 

mire the man,” said Jackson frankly 

of his future coach. “Coach Thomp- 

son really stresses his players hitting 
the books. That goes into playing 
well on the court.” 

Jackson also expressed enthusi- 
asm about Georgetown’s pressure 

game. “That's my style"... my type 
of game,” he commented. Playing 

guard in high school should make 
the adjustment to the college game 

easier for Jackson, who will join a 
host of returnees, in addition to 

fellow recruit Robert Winston, in 
the backcourt. 

for Georgetown. 

Although Winston's signing, like 

those of Jonathan Edwards and 
Jaren Jackson, has not been con- 

firmed by the Basketball Informa- 
tion Department, Winstons high 
school coach, Aaron Long, said 
that Winston had indeed committed 
to Georgetown. Long also said that 

Hoyas Sign Three Prep Recruits 
Hoyas Top Big Schools in Signing Edwards 

offs. He claimed, however, that the 
intense recruiting rush that sur- 

rounded his senior year bothered 
him “just a little bit, but not too 
much.” 

Edwards first heard of George- 
town during his freshman year, 
when the Hoyas advanced to the 
national finals, which were played 
in New Orleans. Currently, fellow 

New Orleans resident Perry Mc- 

Donald dons the blue and grey, and 
Jaren Jackson will be joining Ed- 
wards on next year’s squad. With 
regards to McDonald, Edwards ob- 

served, “He showed me that he 
could do pretty well up there, and I 
saw that I could, too.” 

Next year, Edwards will join a 

program that, while certainly achiev- 
ing success on the court, draws 

intense attention from the media. 
“I don’t pay attention to all that 
stuff,” said the big man from the 
Bayou, indicating that he should fit 

in just right. 

Jackson Becomes Third New Orleans Recruit 
Being a part of the Hoyas’ win- 

ning tradition next year will be a 
challenge for Jackson. “I look for- 

ward to it,” he said. From his visit, 
he noticed the anticipation on the 
part of the current Hoyas. “The 
players are eager for next season, 
to prove they can play without 
Ewing,” he observed. 

Jackson, who claims Georgetown 
was a school he had been consider- 
ing for a long time, said he made 
his choice independent of home- 

town counterparts Edwards and, 
McDonald. “My decision didn’t have 
anything to do with them,” he said. 
“It’s great that they've gone there, 
though,” he added. It looks like this 
New Orleans connection, however 
coincidental it might be, could be 
paying dividends for the Hoyas for 

a long time to come. 

All-Saints Performer Gives Nod to GU 
the All-Saints star has worked out 
with Hoya players several times 
this spring. 

A versatile, quick backcourt man 
for All-Saints this season, Winston 
will most likely join David Wingate 
and Perry McDonald in the swing, 
or shooting, guard position next 
year. 

      
Baseball Faces Do-or-Die Weekend 
  

by Soumi Eachempati 
HOYA Staff Writer 
  

Coming off a weekend series with 

Pittsburgh in which they took four of 
the six games, the Baseball Hoyas now 
stand in an excellent position to qualify 

for the Big East championships next 

~ week. In each division of the Big East, 
the top two teams are allowed to 
advance to the championships, and 
right now, the Hoyas are second in the 

southern divison behind the league- 
leading Seton Hall. 

Playing three doubleheaders in as 
many days, the Hoyas clearly domi- 

nated the weaker Panthers. George- 
town swept the games on Saturday, 

but due to a weary pitching staff that 
had to play niné¢ games in five days, 
only managed to split the double 
headers on Sunday and Monday. 

On Monday, capped by a two-run 

homer by designated hitter Richie 

Esser, the Hoyas captured the first 

game 12-5, but in the wild second 
game, lost 14-10. In this game, thirteen 

runs poured across the plate in the 
first inning as the obviously fatigued 

starters for the two clubs were both hit 
hard early. For Georgetown, the usual- 

ly sound Jim Ehrbar was knocked out 

of the box in the first inning as the 
Panthers exploded for seven runs. Ed 

Last week Senior Paul Murphy | b )ecame the leac ling 
  

Burke relieved Ehrbar in the first and 
was later replaced by Jeff Proctor. 
Hoya pitchers yielded a total of sixteen 
hits in the game and twenty-five for 
the doubleheader. 

In the opener, freshman Scott Stice 
pitched a complete game, upping his 

record on the season to five and four. 
On Tuesday against Towson St., the 

Hoyas received a strong pitching per- 
formance from David Constenbador, 
as he went the distance, allowing only 
five hits and two runs, and the team 

was victorious, 10-2. 

As usual, the Georgetown hitting 
has been right on the mark; the team 

rapped out eighteen hits versus Towson 

St. All-American Steve Iannini has led 
the way for the Hoya bats, hitting 

three home runs in the past five days. 
Bill Pendley also hit a home run, his 

fourth of the season, a solo shot, at 
Towson. 

After three games in Delaware, the 

Hoyas go on to Seton Hall for three 
games to end their regular season. 
These last three games against the 

Pirates will determine whether or not 
the Hoyas will advance to the Big East 

championships. 
Following the six-game stand with 

Pittsburgh, Georgetown’s record in 

divisional play moves to 8-7, whereas 
Villanova’s is 6-8. Either of these two 

  

Photo by Kevin Ciotta 

j scorer in GU history. 
  

clubs can finish second in the southern 
division and hence gain the other berth 
in the championships along with Seton 
Hall. 

The Hoyas play three games with 
Seton Hall and Villanova has four 

games with the cellar-dwelling Pitt. To 
clinch the playoffs, the Hoyas would 
have to sweep Seton hall, but’ by 
winning two of the three, a feat they 
accomplished earlier this season, they 
would be virtually assured a spot. = 
  

HOYA Athlete | 
of The Week 

  

Ray Humphrey 

In garnering Athlete of the Week 

honors for the second consecutive 
time, Humphrey, a sophomore from 
Chelsea, N.Y., became only the 
sixth person in the 90 year history 

of the Penn Relays to win both the 
long jump and the triple jump in 

the same meet. Humphrey won the 

long jump with a bound of 254%”, 

and the triple jump with a personal 

best leap of 53'6'%”, which also 
qualified him for the NCAA's. 

Two other Georgetown athletes 
had excellent weeks. Senior Paul 

Murphy, from Manhaset, N.Y., be- 
came the leading scorer in George- 
town lacrosse history on Saturday, 
as he scored nine goals and had five 

assists in a 23-6 drubbing of Fairleigh 
Dickenson. Senior Steve lannini, 

from Orlando, Fla., went 9 for 18 

over the weekend against Pittsburgh 
as he scored 9 runs, knocked in 11, 
and hit two home runs in raising his 
average to .468.       

  

    

The Hoya track squad excelled last week at Penn. 
Photo by Kevin i 

  

Men Shine Among Best at Penn 
  

by Michael Shepard 
HOYA Staff Writer 
  

The Georgetown men’s and women’s 
track teams sent a number of athletes 
to the prestigious Penn Relays, held 
last weekend at the University of 
Pennsylvania. Both teams saw excellent 
performances over the three day fest- 
ival, including a spectacular double 
championship by Ray Humphrey in 
the long and triple jumps. 

Although the highly favored Dis- 
tance Medley Relay team did not fare 
as well as expected, the men’s team 
had a number of outstanding individual 
performances. Three Hoyas raced in 
the “Thursday Night at the Races” 
collegiate 5000m, each scoring top per- 
sonal times for the season. Senior 
Frank McConville ran a season best of 

13:59.1 and just missed qualifying for 
the NCAA Qutdoor Crramplonsiips in 
June. Mike Regan ran the best time of 
his career for the 5000m in 14:05.9. 
Also running a season best was Jim 
Gregorek, finishing in 14:36.4. 

On Friday, Ray Humphrey won the 
Penn Relays Long Jump title, with a 
jump of 25° 4%”. According to Hum- 
phrey, “the competition was great. I 
was hoping to do well distance-wise in 
the long jump. Right now I'm very hap- 
py I won it.” The same day, the highly 
favored Distance Medley Relay team 
finished an unexpected third to strong 
teams from ‘Arkansas and George Ma- 
son University with a combined time 
of 9:32.4. ; 

Also that Friday, the 4x400m relay 

team was the 3rd leading qualifier for 
the IC4A championship race held the 
following day, with a combined time 
of 3:10.4. The team included Freshman 
Bruce Ward (47.3), Freshman Mike 
Huber (48.8), Phil Franshaw (47.3), 

and Freshman Pat Mann (46.7). Disas- 

ter struck the relay team, however, the 
next day in the IC4A Championships, 
held as a part of the Penn Relays. Due 
to a roughing violation, charged also 
to Villanova and New York Tech, the 
4x400m relay team was disqualified. 

In spite of the misfortune striking 
the Hoyas in the 4x400m, two superb 
performances came on the final day of 
the Penn Relays. The: 4x800m relay 
team ran one of the fastest times in 
Georgetown history, with their time of 
7:22.6. The performance earned the 
Hoyas a second place finish overall 
in the collegiate 4x800m relay. The 
team consisted of Senior John Podati 
(1:49.2), Junior Phil Franshaw (1:48.5), 

Senior Kevin King (1:48.8) and Sopho- 
more Miles Irish (1:47). 

The other stellar performance came 
from Sophomore Ray Humphrey in 
the Triple Jump. “I was hoping to just 
jump well,” said Humphrey, “say a- 
round high 51 [feet] or low 52 [feet].” 
Jump well Humphrey did, soaring 53 
feet 6! inches. The jump marked a 
new personal best for him in the event, 
while setting a new Georgetown re- 
cord, and earning him the triple jump 
championship of the Penn Relays. His 
performance in the triple jump qual- 
ified him for the NCAA championships 
in June. Two weeks earlier, at the 
Hoya Invitational, Humphrey qualified 
in the long jump for the NCAA's. 
Humphrey's sweep of the long and 
triple jumps is only the sixth such 
sweep in the ninety year history of the 
Penn Relays. “I'm very happy that I 
won the meet,” was Humphrey's only 

comment concerning his feat. 
The women’s 4x800m relay team of 

Stacy Shelton, Michele Foley, Kim 

Sannito, and Ann Begley finished ninth 
overall at the Penn Relays with a time 
of 8:54.3. “Highlighting the race was 
Ann Begley’s time of 2:08.8, which is 
as fast as we've had anyone ever do 
it at the Penn Relays,” commented 
Coach Pan Fanaritis. The 4x400m team 
was the same, with the exception of 
Stacy Shelton, who was replaced by 

Cathleen Persichetty. This relay team 
finished fifth of nine in their heat, with 
a time of 3:59.7. 

Because of a “lack of development 
in the field events, a fifth orsixth place 
finish at the Big East Championships 
(held at Villanova this weekend) will 
make us very happy,” commented 
women’s coach Fanaritis. The 4x800m 
relay should be the team’s strength, as 
well as Ann Begley in the 800m. 
Besides those two events, performers 
to watch will be High Jumper Ulrike 
Falkenberg and 1500m runner Kim 
Sannito. Coach Fanaritis claimed the 
ever before.” 
had some people running better than 
ever before. 

For the men, the Big East Champion- 
ships this weekend at Villanova will be 
more a warm-up to the more important 
IC4A and NCAA championships in 
the following weeks. “Our plan is to 
put people where they're best suited 
and score as many points as we need. 
Outdoors, so much of the overall point 
total depends upon the field events, 
which is mainly where we lack. The 
outcome will be hard to predict. Hope- 

Best of the Best Form 

fully, we'll finish high,” commented 
assistant Men's Coach Walter Krol- 
man. 

All-Big East prospects appear to be 

Ray Humphrey, in the long and triple 
jumps; Kevin King in either the 1500m 
or the 5000m; Miles Irish in the 1500m; 
and Freshman Pat Mann in the 400m 
intermediate hurdles. 

Senior Kevin King’s spectacular track 

career at Georgetown is gradually 

winding down with the passing of the 
outdoor season. This outdoor season 

has seen King qualify for the NCAA 
5000m Championship. With a strong 
performance this weekend at the Big 
East Championships, he has a chance 
at qualifying for the 1500m Champion- 
ship as well. 

Besides becoming the first individual 

Hoya NCAA champion in thirteen 
years, King has garnered All-America 
honors seven times. A good showing 
in the NCAA's in June could earn him 

All-America for the eighth time. King 
has “no plans as of yet after George: 
town.” In retrospect King said, “I'm 
grateful and feel I've gotten a lot out 
of my years here.” 

Hoya Relay Squads 
  

by oka Kendall 
HOY A Staff Writer 
  

While the celebration over Ray- 
mond Humphrey's wins in the long and 
triple jumps continues, Hoya track 
fans shouldn’t overlook the strong 
showing of the Hoya relay teams last 
weekend. 

The teams that ran at the Penn 
Relays last weekend most likely will 
not run again together outdoors this 

year. Later in the season, these relay 

teams of select individuals will be 
broken up as teams will put an empha- 
sis on qualifying runners for individual 
events at the NCAA's. All four mem- 
bers of a winning relay team at the 
Penn Relays will most likely later 
qualify individually to run at the NCAA 
meet. 

Georgetown’s two strongest relay 
events at Penn were its distance medley 

and 3200 meter relays. This past week- 
end was the last time both squads 
would run these events together this 
year. The teams will lose three seniors 

to graduation, making it the last time 
that these two powerful lineups would 
run together. This fact, along with 
speculation that predicted Georgetown 
to finish in the top three in both 
events, added an extra motivation for 
the runners. 5 

Before the meet team members 
stressed the added incentive of com- 
peting as a team rather than as in- 

dividuals. Miles Irish, a sophomore 
who ran in both events emphasized, 
“You cannot win a Penn relay with just 
one great guy— every leg is just so com- 

petitive.” On that same line senior 
Lloyd Gellineau, who ran a leg in the 
Distance Medley Relay (DMR), stres- 

sed that at the Penn Relays, “You're 

not just out there running for yourself; 
you're running for the whole team. 
When you have that baton in hand you 
realize that whatever you do while 
you're out there on the track will 

affect how the next person is going to 
run and how the team as a whole is 

going to perform.” Junior Phil Fran- 
shaw summed up the purpose the team 
had in mind going into the meet when 
he said, “We are not going there so 

much to represent ourselves as we are 

going to represent the University and 
our coach.” 

Georgetown'’s distance medley relay 

team came into the meet as the Po, 
ite to win. It was the same team that 
won this event at the Big East Indoor 
Championships. Miles Irish, Big East 
champion in the 1500 meters and an 
All-American, would run the first leg, 
3% mile. Patrick Mann, a freshman and 

a national high school record holder 

in the 400 meter intermediate hurdles, 

would be in the 4 mile leg. Next Lloyd 

Gellineau, an All-Big East selection 
running in his sixth Penn Relays, would 
run the half. Finally, he would be 
followed by the NCAA 1500 meter 

indoor champion and seven time All- 
American, Kevin King, in the mile. 

The Hoyas put together a great effort 
placing third ‘behind Arkansas, the 
winner in a time of 9:28.2, and George 
Mason. The team was able to put 
together three out of four super legs. 

. Unfortunately Lloyd Gellineau, just 
over a bout with strep throat, struggled 

home in a time not near his best. 

Although some may view this result as 
disappointing, Miles Irish put the race 

in perspective when before the meet 
he stated, “Running on the DMR from 
the University, if we win or even just 

-do well, it shows everyone in the world 
that we have basically one of the most 
well-rounded programs in the country.” 

The 3200 meter relay squad turned 
in an impressive showing as well. 
Georgetown brought a team to the 

Penn Relays that won the IC4A Indoor 
Championship with a time that is pres- 
ently still on the world list. The team 
also won this race at the Olympic 
Invitational. John Pedati, a senior and 

All-American, led off. He was followed 
by Kevin King, Phil Franshaw, a junior 
who was part of the 3200 meter Texas 
Relay championship team, and Miles 
Irish. 

All of the runners turned in personal 
bests in the event at the Penn Relays. 
The team placed second behind winner 
Penn State, who finished in 7:11.11. 
Georgetown’s time of 7:13.15 was only 
one-half second short of a school 
record. Both Georgetown and Penn 
State’s. times broke the existing meet 
record for the event. 

The team’s all-around performance 
— individually and in these two relays, 
demonstrates the depth and individual 
talent of this year’s squad. It should 
serve as a confidence builder as the 
Big East and NCAA meets approach. 
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